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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
"We talk more religion in World Lit. than we do in
Doctrine Class."

Remarks such as this, overheard by this

researcher a number of times in the hallways of Saint Louis'
Lutheran High School Central, express a seemingly prevalent
opinion among the students.

As a part-time teacher of reli-

gion and a prospective parish catechist, such comments and
attitudes are somiwhat disconcerting.
our present catechetical approaches?

What do they say to
Are we touching an~

affecting not only -the adolescent catechumens ~ut also adult
members at their "growing edge" with our teaching of Luth.eran
doctrine?
Is it possible that good literature opens and involvesindividuals with the "ultimate'' questions of life more effectively than our present catech~tical approaches?

May such

literature properly be used as an educational device?

Does

it possess a value that warrants its formal use in Lutheran
catechetics?·

If so, ~o what extent and under what conditions

may it be employed?
The purpose of this paper, then, is to investigate the
nature, functions, and objectives of literature; to explore
and delineate its congruencies with and contradictions of the
nature, functions, and objectives of Lutheran catechetics;
and finally to assess its value for the catechetical
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enterprise and determine whether it warr~nts the construction
of a literature-oriented program of catechetics within The
Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod.
The term "literature" was chosen above "poetry" and
"fiction" to avoid narrow or misleading meanings.

It properly

includes the various genres of poetry, prose, or drama.

While

the term is comprehensive with regard to modes, it should be
noted, however, that it is definitely limi~ed in its critical
view of literature.
This researcher's perspective on literature generally
coincides with the philosophy of literature commonly called
"the new criticism."

The major exponents of this school are

R. P. Blackmur, Cleanth Brook~, John Crowe Ransom, I. A.
Richards (in his later writings), Nathan Scott, and Allen
Tate who themselves are indebted to Samuel Taylor Coleridge
and T.
ature.

s.

Elidt.

These critics demand an autonomy for lite~-

They maintain that the value of a given work cannot

be determined on the basis of ethical, scientific, or theological criteria.

Nor can it be judged by impressionistic

gauges which em.phasize the author's self-expression and the
emotional impact on the reader.

Unlike the historical school,

they are neither primarily concerned about the biography of
the writer nor the influence of the work of later history.
A work, they contend,must stand or fall on its own literary
merits.

Cardinal among the many criteria for good literature

is the demand that the words of a particµlar work fit together
as a coherent and organic whole, a significant and total
/
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picture of life which maintains a proper balance of intellect
and emotions . through the medium of the imagination.

Thus

"literature" in this paper denotes only those writings in
which words have been used, as stone or bronze is used in
sculpture, to create an imaginative and exploratory account
of the reality of human existence.

·such a definition does

not exclude s·ymbolic or· allegorical works, but it does pre. elude any investigation of Romantic, didactic, or escapist
literature . as well as hymno~y, sermons, and biblical poetry
which are already employed in catechetics.
"Catechetics" was chosen above the more comprehensive
"Christian education" to delineate any teaching of the
Christian faith which is specifically derived from and formulated in the terms of traditional Lutheran doctrines.

It

is neither limited to a particular age level nor to a particular manual of instruction.

However, it ~oes circumscribe

those teaching efforts which, for the sake of co~pleteness
and precision, disseminate dogma in highly abstracted and
thetical propositions.
More attention will be given to the properties attributed
to literature than to those ascribed to catechetics.

The

sources of the former will be limited to the foremost literary
authors and critics of the twentieth century; while those of
the latter will be the Scriptural prescriptions for catechetics as explicated by accepted authorities.

A special

emphasis on the attitudes of Luther, bas~d on an extensive
study of his use of literature from the pulpit, will be made.
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And of the conclusions drawn by the numerou~ critics who
express a concern abo~t the relationship of literature to
the Christian Church, only those theses will be presented
on which there is virtual unanimity.
Chapter Two begins with an investigation of the conclusions of the most prominent linguistic philosophers as
they compa~e scientific, poetic, and religious language.
It then compares the basic vehicles of literature and
Christian theology--the metaphor and the symbol.
Chapter Three examines the professed objectives of
literature and theology, the nature of the truth revealed,
the character of the knowledge required for its apprehension,
and the results expected from such an experience.
Chapter Four evaluates the conclusions and implications
of the previous chapters, assesses the attitudes of representativ~s of the Lutheran Church, and explicates possible
bridges between literature and catechetics with their implications for possible catechetical approaches.

.'

CHAPTER I I
THE WORD:

AN INVESTIGATION OF LITERARY AND THEOLOGICAL
METHODOLOGY

The initial cleavage between the literary and theological views. of words resulted from a false, but growing
assumption that "Word of God" and "Bible" were synonymous
terms. · A second, serious distortion of the "word" evolved
from the implicit assumption that the Bible, as a lamp unto
the feet of the simple (even new-born babes), was itself
logically simple and linguistically straightforward.

When,

in the first several decades of the twentieth century,
Bertrand Russel and Ludwig Wittgenstein criticized the
German idealists on the basis of linguistic analysis, it
seemed that science was the plainest, least ambiguous, and
most straightforward language.

A large segment of Christianity

therefore, concluded that the language of the Bible was scientific.

Ian T. Ramsey sugge'sts,

and there · began the era of what can be alternatively
described as "scientific" or "historical" criticism,
for it was one of the assumptions of the day that
"history was science, neither more nor less. 11 1
It was here that a multitude of new and diverse apologetics
crowded into the theological arena.

Fundamentalists charged,

while radical existentialists retreated.

At worst, traditional

.1Ian T. Ramsey, Religious Language (London: SCM Press
Ltd., 1957), p. 94.
·"
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religious language was disparaged as "non-sense"; at best,
many realized that Occam's razor had made~ healthy cut,
If poetic language did not directly receive the brunt
of the attack, it was only becauie it had already been consigned to a ·pole opposite scientific language.

According

to Nathan Scott, already in the seventeenth century Thomas
Hobbes and J~hn Locke had sounded poetry's death knell as
valuable language.

2

By the end of the nineteenth century

the Romantics had co~firmed the suspicions of the i r accusers
by escaping through the experience of imagination to mystical
and idealistic realms beyond the phenomenal world.

Their

language was regarded primarily as sentimental embellishment.3
With the thrust of logical empiricism, which attempted
to discount the scientific character of religious language
and discard it as poetic "non-sense," two distinct literary _
defenses were offered.

The first might be typified by the

efforts if Matthew Arnold, who in his attempt to validate
poetic language as a rhetorical vehicle of ideas on a par
with the rhetoric of science, made it a surrogate fo~ religion.4

I. A. Richards, the author ·of Science and Poetry,

2 Nathan A. Scott Jr., Modern Literature and the Religious Frontier (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1958), p. 7.
. 3 ~ . , pp. 10-13.
4 Mat thew Arno 1 d, Li tera·t ure and Dogma in The Works of
Matthew Arnold (London: MacMillan and Co., Limited, 1903),
XIV, passim.
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capitulated to the positivistic stance and justified the
"pseudo-statements" of poetry by virtue of their ability to
organize and release impulses and attitudes.
thus be tolerated as a physician. 5

The poet might

Those poets who were un-

willing to assume such an undignified role as emotional .
therapist maintained that a work of art was its own justificat ion.
While · both religion and poetry floundered for legitimacy
in the face of logical empiricism, the language of science,
neither was willing to forfeit its autonomy in alliance.
Despite obvious affinities between the two languages literary
critics were suspicious of the church's prohibitive dogmatism
and discredited superna~uralism while the church was not about
to welcome the artist's subv'ersive fictions.
Three factors were largely responsible for the present
situation in which the church and the literary arts can converse about the function of words.

First was the evolution

of logical positivism to functional analysis.

Ironically it

was Ludwig Wittgenstein's second volume, Philosophical Investigations, which gave impetus to the trend.

Then there was

the welcomed impact o~ the second _generation of existentialists who vigorously contended with the objectification inherent in the empirical approach.

Finally, a theological renais-

sance, evidenced in part by a recovery of the biblical concept
of the "Word," attempted to -avoid the rationalistic presupposi-
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tions of both fundamentalism and .liberalism.

It is under

these rather arbitrary categories that the comparison between
the literary and theological functions of words will be made.
Logical empiricism wanted a principle by which it could
determine a mathematically precise language.

Wittgenstein in

his Tractatus supplied an admirably logical system by which
words, or atoms of meaning, could be evaluated:
(2.013)

The total reality is the world.

. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
We make to ourselves pictures of facts.
.(2.1)
. ....... ..... . . . . ........ ..
(2.11)

The picture presents the facts in logical space,
the existence and non-existence of atomic facts.

........ .. ...... .... .. . ... . .

of reality.
.( 2..12). . .The. .picture
. . . .is. a. model
. ... . . ...... ...
(2.13)

To the objects ,correspond in the picture the
elements of the picture.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
(2.131)

The elements of the picture stand, in the
picture for the objects.

...... .. .. ... . ....... .. .. . ..
.(2.141)
. . . .The. ·•picture
. . . .is. a. fact.
. ..... ........ .
(2.15)

The connection of the elements is structure,
the possibility of this structure is the form
of representation.

. .. ...... .. . ... . .. .... .. .. . .
(2~151)

Thus the picture is linked with reality; it
reaches up to it.

..... ....... ................
(2.1512) It is like a scale applied to reality.
... . ... ........... ....
• • • • . . ~
The picture has the logical form of representation in common with what it pictures.
• • • • • •,, • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

( 2. 2)

9

(2.223)

In order to discover whether a picture is true
or false we must compare it with reality.

......... .......... • • .. ... . .
true.
.(2.225)
. . . .There
. . .is. no .picture
. . . .which
. . .is a priori
.......
(3)
. . . .The. .logical
. . . .picture
. . . .of. the
. . facts
. . . .is .the. .thought.
. ..
"(3.1)

In the proposition the thought is expressed
perceptibly through the senses.

(3.144)

States of affairs can be described, but not
named,

.

....... ................ ..

(3.203)

The name means the object.
m~aning.

The object is its

................... ..... ..
(3.22)

In the proposition the name represents the
object.

......... ........ . .. ... ..
(4.023)

A proposition is a description of a fact. 6

He concludes, "Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must
remain silent. 117
Verificational analysis, as logical empiricism's
"Shibboleth" came to be formulated, assumed its self-appointed
role of tearing away the disguises from "emotive meanings" and
exposing them as "non-sense,"

Every fact-asserting statement

had to b~ tested against some rele~ant form of experience.
Each statement had to conform to a logical basis and a material equivalent or referent.

If a statement either asserted

6 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philosoohicus
(New York: liar court, Brace &. Company, Inc., 19 22), p. 39.

-

7 Ibid·. , p. 18 9 ./
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more than a probability of was incapable of falsification,
it was rejected.

Thus, theological language which purported

to give necessary truths about the supernatural was defrocked
of meaning and labelled "incomprehensibility tinged with
emotion" because its words could never refer beyond natural
phenomena and its logic consistently became clogged in falsehood (exempl( gratia, God is love~

God is omnipotent.

then can there be evil in llis created world?)r 8

How

While poetic

language was allowed the construction of many · sentences with
literal meanings, it was denied ·t~e possibility of any propositions.

Any form· of metaphysics was intolerable. 9

Verificational analysis, in narrowing the definition of
fact, not only declared its i~dependence from religious and
poetic language, but · also announced its own extreme limitations.
What about the other sides of reality--the non-material values,
the personal relationships, the religious experiences?

Logical

empiricism knew nothing about another side of reality and
urged me~ away from the Church and poetry to the anthropologist
.

and the psyc h o 1 og1st.

10

Poetry and reli.gion were forced to

unite at least for the common attempt for vindication in the
face of scientific iconoclasm.

8Frederick Ferri, Language, Logic and God (New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1961), pp. 15-18.
9 A. J. Ayer, Language, Truth and Logic (New York:
1
Dover Publications, Inc., 1935), p. 44.
lOKathleen Nott, The Emperor's Clothes (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1954), p. 16.
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Logical empiricism was criticized and exposed in its
pretension to the throne of knowledge.

Its basic premise

contradicted every part of the system built on it.

The

verificational principle itself was an assertion which was
meaningless (unverifiable) ~hen tested by itself.
could not provide the norm for language.

Science

Wittgenstein and

his more aggressive disciples were forced to modify their
doctrinaire reductionism:
But how many kinds of sentences are· there? • • •
There are countless kinds: countless different kinds
of use of what we call "symbols", "wo.rds", "sentences".
And this multiplicity is not something fixed, given once
and for all; but new types . of language • • • tome into
existence, and others become obsolete and get forgotten.

...

Review the multiplicity of language-games in the
following examples, and in others:
Giving orders, and obeying them-Describing the appearance of an object; or giving
its measurements-Constructing an object from a description (a drawing)-Reporting an event-Speculating about an event-Forming and testing an hypothesis-·Presenting the results of an experiment in tables
and diagrams-Making up a story; and reading it-Play-acting-Singing catches-Guessing riddles-Making a joke; and telling . it-Solving a problem in practical arithmetic-Translating from one language into another-·Asking, thanking, c~rsing, greeting, prayer.
It is interesting to co~pare the multiplicity of the
tools in language and of the ways they are we~, the
multiplicity of kinds of word and sentence, with what
logicians have said about the structure of language.

;
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(Including the author of the Tractatus LogicoPhilosophicus.)11
The verificational "anathemas" against religious and
poetic language were reluctantlr retracted in favor of a
more open an'd tolerant approach--functional analysis.
Again, it was Wittgenstein himself who announced that within
the various l .evels of language "the meaning of a word is its
use in the language. 1112
Functional analysis, the major avenue of linguis~ic
philosophy today, confronts words phenomenologically.

It

accepts them as natural and complex products of society with
many valid uses.

If one is to determine their meaning and

value; however, he must ffrst examine the nature of their
propositional context.

A word has value and meaning only as

it fits into the conditions of a structure and contributes to
the intentions of that structure.

Implicit in this approach

is the awareness that both words and statements, as well as
physical objects, have an inexhaustible character which eludes
any · complete description.
Of the many levels of language functional analysts
recognize two basic categories--"primary" or "common" lan13
guage and "derived" or "extraordinary" language.
Within

llLudwig Wittgenstein, PhilosdJhical Inyestigations,
transl'ated by G. E. M. Anscombe . cox. ord: Basil Blackwell,
1953), pp. 11-12.
12 Ibid.; p. 20.

-

~3John A. Hutchinson, Lanfua'e and ~aith (Philadelphia:
Westminster· Press,
,. 1963) , PP• 2 - 2 • "Derived" language, as
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the first category the words "horse is eating hay" are signs
referring to definite, concrete objects and actions which
may be verified by observation.

Each ·word ~ay be taken

literally as an ~pproxi~ation of a dictionary definition.
The value of these - words, however, will be ,determined by the
total context.

Even the changing of the final period (.) to

an exclamati~n poirrt will alter the functional value of these
words • . In terms of the second category, the very same words
may contain · an almost totally different meaning.

While

"horse" may share some quality or aspect with the labelled
horse, still the meaning it expresses wit~in this context
cannot be simply referential.

It depends on other words to

which it is connected and on which it . is dependent.

Thus,

"horse" may be a special construct of tpe imagination with
surprisingly non-equine properties.

It is into this latter

category that poetic and religious languages are fixed.
In poetic language the "metaphor" is the basic and
singular vehicle of meaning and value.

Under the romantic

definitions of the eighteenth and nineteenth century literary
critics, the function of the metaphor degenerated into an
idealistic method of illustration and decoration.

In their

eyes the metaphor said more concretely, more persuasively, and

oppos?d to "primary" which comprises the whole common daily ·
experience of a community of men, speaks to "some particular
and limited aspect of the whole field of huma'? ex_p eri?nc_e for
which this language or symbol system has particular fitness
or competence." "Extraordinary" or "uncommon" language attempts
t~ share new insights through means of symbols or metaphors.

14
more pleasantly what might otherwise have been said
abstractly, directly, and bluntly. 14

In order to rehabilitate

·the "non-sensical" metaphor, as logical positivism had discredited it ("positivism" is the early, aggressive stage of
logical empiricism), the traditional Aristotelian definition
(implied comparison) · had to be set aside for a reinvestigation of the character of words themselves.

Both Allen Tate

and Philip Wheelwright set out to re-establish the value of
the metaphor.

It was Tate who laid the foundation for

succeeding literary critics in his "Literature As Knowledge,"
a brilliant critique of the positivistic theories of c.

w.

Morris and I. A. Richards. 15
In exposing the behavioristic tenden~y in Morris'
"science of semiotic," Tate .quotes I. A. Richards' The
Philosophy of Rhetoric in which, just ten years after his
Science and Poetry, he completely reverses his stance:
Words are the meeting ·points at which regions of
experience which can never combine in sensations or

14c1eanth Brooks, "Metaphor and the Function of Criticism,"
S iritual Problems in Contem orar Literature, edited by
Stanley Romaine Hopper New York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers,
1957), p. 133 •.
15
Allen Tate, The Man of Letters in the Modern World,
Selected Essays: 1928-1955 (~ew York: Meridian Books, Inc.,
1958), pp. 39-52. Morris predicted that the ultimate unification of all knowledge could be .accomplished through his science
of "semiotic" by which he categorized all language signs according to their semantic (scientific), syntactical (aesthetic),
and pragmatical (technological) functions.
~or Morris~ ~ord
was a·sign or an object with complex prop~rt1es that elicited
a definite response or "interpretant." Aesthetic words are
symbolic icons--they exhibit the very qualities they designate.
They cannot be . reduced, and ~ne's apprehension of them is

,·

15

intuition come together. They are the occasion and
means of that growth which is the mind's endless
endeavor to order itself. That is why we have language. It is no mere signalling system. It is the
instrument of all our distinctively human development, of everything in which we go beyond the
animals.16
Continuing to undermine Morris' theses by appealing to
the later writings of his authority, he asserts that the
poetic word designates the characteristics of certain items
in the world of objects and denotes a real1ty behind them
which is not ordinarily perceived.

At the same time, he

maintains, the poetic word creates a world inio which the
poet's own feelings, aspirations, and apprehensions are projected.

Neither function can exist apart from the other.

And the mysterious, but real, faculty which unites them is
the imagination.

The poetic word, or myth (the term Richards

uses), functions as the most complete mode of utterance.

It

goes beyond scientific experimental completeness to experi-.
ential completeness.

Poetic myths, he concludes, "are no

amusement or diversion to be sought as a relaxation and an
escape from the hard realities of life.

They are these hard

realities in projection, their symbolic recognition, ·coordination and acceptance.

...

direct. Following the early directives of I. A. Richards in
Science and Poetry, he eliminates any possibility of genuine
cognition from poetic words and language.
161. A. Richards, The Philosoph~ of Rhetoric (1936),·
pp, 130-131, as quoted in Tate, P• S ,
l 7Tate, P.• 63.

16
The poet takes the common words of human experience
which are understood and accepted in their famil .iar groupings
within ordinary language and radically reorganizes or regroups
them into a new, striking, or extraordinary configuration.
This new construction is a metaphor, the basic "word" of
poe~ic discourse.

The metaphor calls attention, not to the

particulars it designates, but to the significant features and
relationships which lie behind and between these objects.

It

provides a fresh look at experience by creating an image of
that experience.
This is what Sartre means when he writes "words are
18
transparent" and "style makes the value of prose."
This i ·s
what R. P. Blackmur describes in his essay on Melville:

. . . [in]

"Wo.rds

their intimate arrangements • • • bring meaning to

birth and themselves contained the meaning as an imminent
possibility before the pangs of junction. 1119

According to

Max Black, "Metaphor p 1 ugs the gaps in the 1 i t ·eral vocabulary .1120
The metaphor does not function as analogy.

Analogy

18Jean-Paul Sartre, What Is Literature?, translated by
Bernard Frechtman (New York: Philosophical Library, 1949),
p. 25.
19 Nathan A. Scott, "The Collaboration of Vision in ~he
Poetic /\ct: The Religious Dimension," Literature and Belief,
edited by M. H. Abrams (New York: Columbia University Press,
1958), p. 115.
20Max Black, "Me-t aphor,' 11 Philoso~hy Looks a~ the Arts,
1
edited by Joseph Margolis (New York:ha!les Scribners
Sons,
1962), P• 224.
/
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designates a relation between objects capable of being
classed as a species of "likeness. 1121

An analogical state-

ment may be replaced by an equivalent literal comparison.
Rather than formulating some similarity which previously
existed, the metaphor creates a simiJarity which gives an
insight that would be lost if literally paraphrased.
A metaphorical statement, the extent of which may
comprise as .few as two words or as much as the total work
itself, has two distinct subjects, two words or ideas with
whole systems or meaning and connotation.

These subjects

are forced together into a dynamic union so that the old
primary systems of meaning interact emphasizing certain
details and suppressing others.

The derived product organizes

our view of the primary while sharing in the qualities of the
primary.

This prevalent view has been labelled the "interac-

tion view" of metaphor.

22

Tate calls this "tension in poetry" and underlines the
necessity for this relationship between the concrete extension
and the abstract intension.

Where scientists in their . limited

desire for denotation deny anything beyond extreme extension,
poetry attempts to embody int~nsion within extension.

He

illustrates with a stanza from Donne's "A Valediction:
Forbidding Mourning."

21 Austin Farrer, Finite and Infinite (Westminster: Dacre
Press, 1943), p. 88.
2 2 s1ack, p\ 228.
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Our two soules therefore, which are one,
Though I must goe, endure not yet
. A, breach, b'ut an ex pans ion,
Like gold to aicry thinnesse beate .23
"Soules" and "~old" represent the extreme intension
and extension respectively.

Having be~n forced together in

this unusual association, they are set in tension and produce
a~ image which defies translation into any other term.

His

description of metaphorical tension, however, lends itself
to a diagrammatic formula: 24
Extreme extension
metaphorical
Extreme intension
concrete object (go~d)___,. (image).,.___(soul) abstract idea
particular
universal
Metaphorical language not only has its own unique
procedur~s, it has its own . special mode of existence.

A

literary work . can never become a vehicle for moral, religious,
or pol1tical propaganda.

It cannot make a rhetorical state-

mentor an abstract generalization.

For then it has ~eased

to be metaphorical . language and has. become an embellished or
analogous method of expressing what might have been stated in
propositional terms with straightforwa~d . language.

Nor is a

piece of literature a photograph without valuations and interpretation.

The poet who -respects ~he nature and function of

metaphorical la~guage is' given freedom on the one hand and
definite boundaries on the other.

He is free to explore any

s~gment and aspect of human existence in whatever manner he
chooses.

Yet he is bound to represent this experience and

23 Tate, p. 72.
2 4 Ibid

·-·· pp:

64-77.

19
his insights with words that create their own new realm of
existence.

The writer cannot simply pour out his personal~ty

·or his ideas, for h~ must choose words that are not limp and
passive, but fiercely resistant and pregnant which, where
successfully linked, give birth to a new and unique drama of
existence.

Thus the metaphysical offerings of the poet are

dependent on · each other and altered by the pressure of the
whole context. 25
Cleanth Brooks sums up his valuable, though imbalanced,
view:

If this medium (metaphorical language) promises to
clothe any naked idea dipped into it, it also threatens
in the process to transform the idea. The language embodies in some real sense the funded experience of the
race. For this reason, the recalcitrance of language
may well be fruitful; for it demands that the idea be
reconciled to the world of sense and contingency, which
is the difficult and tangled world that we know in our
mundane experience.26
Nathan Scott sanely reminds Brooks that while it is true
that metaphorical language exerts its own force and challenges
to new discovery, it never coerces, for it is the author who
orients the work and finally chooses those words which are
apt and will best serve his ultimate concern. 27
The metaphor, thus, embodies the writer's idea of real
human experience in sensual, referential sign-systems.
may wed two particular objects in an unusual way.

Or it

The

25 c1eanth Brooks, "Implications of an Organic Theory of
Poetry," Literature and Belief, edited by M. ll. Abrams (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1958), p. 63.

-

26Ibid., pp. 66-67.
27Scott, Literature, p. 134.
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products of such unions are neither simply abstract nor
simply concrete.

They are unique syntheses of the two

which, under the interpreter's tournament with words, recreate and dramatize human existence in its most complete
fashion.
That religious language employs poetic language in
its expression is readily admitted .

One need only page

through its primary source, the Bible, to ~ee the presence of
metaphor in every book.

However useful and necessary it may

be, metaphor is noe the basic vehicle for religious meaning.
It is the "symbol" which, with functions similar _to metaphor, conveys religious dimensional reality and meanings.
Religious or theological language in its strictest
sense is "word of God" in that it is a word through which
God may act.

The symbol or element of human experience

thus points to and participates in the Reality behind it.
The function of the symbol may be more adequately delineated
by comparing it to the metaphor in terms of a familiar
Johannine passage:

"Jesus said to him (Thomas), 'I am the

way, and the truth, and the life; no one comes to the Father,
but by me.,,28

Looking at the "I" and "way" both functionally

and as the world would see him (verse 19), one would detect
the two legs of a metaphor.

By forcing together the person

of Jesus and the word "way" with all its connotations, one
receives an image which par~icipates in both, yet remains

28 John 14:6.
/
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distinct from either, and defies reduction or substitution.
In this link lies a poetic metaphor •.
The word "Father," however cannot be accounted for in
quite this way.

Obviously this word has meaning within the

realm of human existence, but it will be noted that in this
context it is not used simply as a sign referring to some
nearby person which it identified.
with "God" in verses one and two.

It ·is forced together
Yet the symbol "God" by

definition is distinctly "other" or apart and beyond human
experience and construction.

So "Father," as symbol, is the

key to an "other-than-human" reality.

It is the human leg of

a reality which exceeds human experience.

As such, "Father"

cannot exhaust the transcendent Reality, but it can describe
one aspect of the Deity.

The symbol, a human word, becomes
29
transparent to the Reality behind it.
One might construct
the following diagram as a preliminary illustration of the .
symbolic function (compare with the metaphorical diagram on
page 18):
abstract
metaphor (father)..;.
concrete

Word of God.-----(\'IHOLLY .OTHER)
religious word
~

The diagram immediately suggests the basic problem with
which religious language must cope:

Since human language

naturally is anthropocentric in both its concrete and abstract

2 9Paul Tillich, Theology of Culture (New :ork: Oxfor~
University Press. 1959), pp. 53-67, ~nd also his Systematic
Theology (Chicago: University of Chicago _~ress, 1951), I,
239-241.
,,
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expression, how can human words presume to make valid
propositions about · or convey any meaningful knowledge of
the Deity . which is Wholly ·Other?
The first answer is offered by two neo-Thomists,
Austin Farrer and E. L. Mascall.
That finite minds can apprehend a t ran·sc end ent
and infinite reality and that human language can
communicate information about it is no doubt very
surprising, but it happens to be true. •
.30
Farrer argues first from the Aristotelian assumption of an
infinite cause and a finite effect.

Because of creative

causality the creature can make valid inferences about the
Creator by rational analogy--the analogy of attribution.
Such analogies ar~ always governed by one's awareness of
the limitations in the creature and the infinity of the
Creator.
For example, 'I take my will as a symbol of God,
because it seems to be a limited instance of something intrinsically infinite, sheer creativity.
In such a case the symbolical relation corresponds
with a real relation:
in making me a voluntary
being God has made me to participate in his own
creative energy; my will symbolizes God because
it participates of God.31
For Farrer, analogy through symbol is the natural foundation
of knowledge on which he places the "revealed images" or
supernatural mysteries,

· 30E, L. Mascall, Words and Images (New York: The Ronald
Press, 1957), p, 12,
31Austin Farrer, The Glass of Vision (Westminster:
Oacre Press, 1948), pp. 94-95,
/
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The apostles, he suggests, had an abundant knowledge of
the infinite Creator through the works of nature.

It was

llis particular action that He revealed to them through
Christ. 32

,

Frederick Ferre logically dismisses the extension of
the "analogia entis" argument, the analogy of attribution,
by positing (1) one cannot pr~ject an analogy without two
literal truths and (2) one cannot infer fr~m the derived
the character of the formal

(exempli gratia, "God" may have

caused an effect with goodness such as we experience) • 33
Analogy, then, cannot. prove the existence of a reality.

How-

ever, if the reality is asserted independently, analogy may
validly describe. 34
Thus, there is nothing inherent in human words, metaphorical or straightforward, which can produce or insure
the meaning and value of religious language.

And at this

level of language both th~ linguistic philosopher and poet
might dismiss religious symbol as emotive nonsense.
However, Ian T. Ramsey correctly asserts that ~uman
words may validly acquire religious meaning and value within
a "religious situation."

Such a . situation, he continues,

3 2 ~ . , p. 111.
33 Ferr:, pp. 73-74.
34 edmund Schlink, Theology of the Lutheran Confessions,
translated . by P. F. Koehneke and Herbert J. A. Bouman
(Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, 1961), p. 49.
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comprises a discernment of a religious disclosure and a
.
35
response o f tota 1 commitment.
lie agrees with Tillich
that any word has the capacity to "break the ice," "make
the penny drop," so that one discerns and totally commits
himself to the Reality behind the word.
The question remains:

"But what is it that makes a

word 'come alive' and produce a rel~gious situation?''

While

Ramsey begins to explain the "logical oddness" of religious
language, Gerhard Ebeling offers the timely reminder that
t•he Word of God is neither "a separate class of word alongside the word spoken between men, " nor is it simply an unusual configuration ·of human sign-systems. 36 There is no
such thing as a heavenly word and an earthly word.
When the Bible speaks of God's Word, then it means
here unreservedly word as word--word that as far as
its word-character is concerned is completely, let us
not hesitate to say: natura°l, oral word taking place
between man and man.37
The remarkable answer that Ebeling gives along with numerous
other theologians who are Scripturally committed to the supernatural revelation of God to man, is that God uses this human
word to communicate to and unite Himself with man.

Thus,

word becomes more than a capsule of correct information and
even more than a metaphorical recreation of human experience;

35Ramsey, pp. 18-2~.
36 Gerhard Ebeling, Word and Faith (Philadelphia:
fortress Press, 1963), p. 325.

-

37 Ibid.
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it becomes as the Hebrew 1 :l ":'f
T
T

revc al s, a "word- event 11 38

through which God "breaks in" to human existence and changes
it.
There has been a tendency within the Lutheran tradition
since the formulations of Orthodoxy to identify "Word of God"
with the canonical Scriptures in a one-to-one relationship.
In a sincere ·conc~rn for and reliance on the Confessions
which intentionally ~ink the two, many have missed the intent
of this link and have overlooked the primary concept as it is
evidenced in Scripture.

The Reformers, by appealing to the

sola scriptura principle, were not trying to make Bible and
Word of God coterminous.

They were stating a hermeneutical

principle over against the Roman view of tradition.

Scrip-

ture, they conten_d ed, ·is· not obscure and in need of an interpreter.

It is clear, interprets itself, and in its self-

suffic iency· stands as the so 1 e authority for Christian doc-.
trine. 39
Richard R. Caemmerer in ~is lucid concordance study
turns back to Scripture--which ironically links itself with

3 8 ~ . , pp. 326-327.
39rbid., pp. 305-308. Ebeling notes that Luther was
aware til'ar-the proposition of the claritas scripturae
(illuminating po·wer) required a distin:tion be.tween 11 the .
unrestricted clarity of the!.=.=. of scripture and the partial
obscurity of its verba." Orthodoxy, he contends, reversed
the distinction and attributed to the inspired verba unrestricted clarity.
(Cf. Werner Elert, The Structure of
Lutheranism, translated from the German ~by Walter A. Hansen
(St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, ~962), I, 184-190,
226, 416.
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"Word of God" in only one passage--John 10:33ff. 4 9--and
underscores its major ideas which he terms "communication"
and "powerful fact":
The term ("Word") involves the idea of active purpose,
the working out of a design and intention; thus the
term is synonymous with force, activity. The · term
likewise involves the idea of communication; the
force, purpose, and activity is being registered
toward people, made apparent in them or to them.41
Word of God, then, always involves "God Himself as He acts
and as He unfolds Himself and His actions to human beings. 1142
The total witness of Scr~pture nowhere definitely limits
Word of God to verbal discourse. 43

In fact, the primary Word .

is God acting once-for-all through the concrete-historical
person of Jesus Christ.

All other •iword-events" or "power-

fu 1 .facts" derive me an ing and value only inasmuch as they
point to and participate in the Incarnation and the redemption accomplished through it.
How, then, did man perceive the Word of God as it confronted him?

Caemmerer r.ep 1 i es,

It is noteworthy that the Scriptures make no
attempt to describe the process of inner recognition of the Word. There was an intuition, perhaps

40 R. R. Caemmerer, "A Concordance Study of the Concept
'Word of God:" Concordia Theological Monthly, XXII (March
1951), 184.
41
Ibid., p. 171.

-

4 ~Ibid., p. 172.
.
43Sigmund Mowinckel, The Old Testament as Word of God,
translated by Reidar B. Bjornard (New York: Abingdon Press,
1959) p. 25 suggests that the real meaning of "mouth t ·o
mouth:' and "face to face" references to Moses (Deut. 34: 10;
Num. 12:6ff.) is highly problematic.
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outlined or defined with an inner vision; but in all
instances the Word itself was the source of that
recognition.44
The words of those personally committed to Word of God
in its otiginal sense can become Word of God for others.
Again it should be remembered that these words have no inherent qualit i es which recommend them to God for His use.
Ordinary words cannot be strained or contrived to coerce God
to activity through them.

Nevertheless certain character-

istics may be perceived in the words about the Word which
have·been meaningful and valuable throughout Christendom.
Such words . in' the discussion which follows will be
placed into two categories of religious language:

(1) the

words which express a response of commitment or attempt to
evoke a situation of discernment and commitment will be
classified as religious language proper; while (2) the word~
used to clarify and explain the nature of God and His relationship to man will be called theological language.
The Bible is the primary source of . "committed" religious language because its center, to which every part is
relat~d, is the Incarnate Word of God.

·It is the history

of God's Word-events as they culmi~ate .in Jesus Christ.

The

apostles and evangelists of the New Testament, like the
prophets (and historians) of the Old,spoke and wrote out of
a ·religious situation in which the Word of God had totally
committed them and moved th~m to share their discernment.

44 caemmerer~ p. 177.
,,
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They wrote about real people and real situations.
wrote more.

Yet they

They wrote about God's Word "breaking in" to

the~e people through the~e real situations and changing
them.

And still they wTote more. - They wrote so · that

through thfs history of Word-events, God's Word would
"break in" to those who read and heard.

Consequently, the

language thei used had to be app!opriate to this message
which they transmitted.
ally odd."

This language Ramsey calls "logic-

They did not fashion · their ·words as a poet

structures a poem; they were inspired and could not help
giving their language its odd structure. 45

Without such a

structure they could not convey the true Reality in the
situation; they could only relate a series of brute historical facts.
There were certain key words of "final endpoints of
explanation," as R~msey calls them, which, while apparently_
normal .human signs~ referred to the Reality outside our
sense perception.

Thes~ words, as demonstrated above in

"Father" and "God," are properly called "religious symbols"
(id est, they point to and participate in the Ultimate
Reality) .

These logically odd words were central in the

writings of Holy Scripture (compare with the Old Tes~ament's
enigmatic Y~hweh and Elohim).

All such symbols are focal-

ized and discerned in Jesus Christ.

45Ramsey, p. 92.

Ramsey remarks:
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,

,

I

,

o 0 °J o-«11/ l.jtllf ro • Here is an improp r ict y
indeed.
For what more violent mixing of categories
could there be than a union of ,i~J --something
observable, tangible, and so on--with ).0101 --a
word, which whatever its specific ancestry and use
had always reference beyond the perceptual world.4~
o

To appreciate and understand the literal
links the human with the Ultimate Reality, he concludes,
one must approach it from a stance of faith commitment or
be committed through it. 47
Most of the words of Scripture, however, seem to have
logically human referents (videlicet, historic accounts,
direct or epistolary discourse).

Nevertheless, as they

are inevitably linked with or attributed to these central
symbols, they are lifted from their ordinary human context
and given the supernatural character of the Word.
This does not drain such words of their "factual"
content, nor does it open the doors to figurative interpretations.

Martin Luther, in maintaining the literal character

of the word "is" which united "bread" (or "this") with "body"
(of Christ), neither allows a cannibalistic interpretation
nor transubstantiation.

The sacrament is a true symbol, a

sacramental union, which can only ~e appreciated by a faithcommitment.48

It is from the analogy of the Incarnation, Jesus

Christ, that one must approach the words of Scripture.

46 1bid., p. 103.

-

4 7rbid.

48Martin Luther, Luther's Works, edited by Robert H.
Fischer (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, 1961), III, passim.
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It should be added here that large portions of Scripture
are obviously poetic in structure, while metaphorical imagery
is used throughout.

It is of some significance that those

biblical books, excluding most of the Wisdom literature·, 49
which contain expressions arising from within a religious
situation or Word-event are all intensely poetic.

Likewise

the liturgical psalms, hymn~, doxologies, still current in
the worship ~f the Church, most adequately expressed the
commitment response of those who had discerned the Word.
In all these instances there is · a total immediacy which
could never be expressed in straightforward terms.
Austin Farrer, in his Glass of Vision, builds a
formidable case for the absolute necessity of images in
revelation as well as religious language.
The modern tendency is to seek after historical record,
whether it be the record of events, or of spiritual
states in apostolic minds: it is not surprising if it
fails to find either the voice of God, or the substance
of supernatural mystery. We have to listen to the
Spirit speaking divine things: and the way to appreciate his speech is to quicken our own minds with the
life of the inspired images.SO
He demonstrates his thesis with many of the New Testament,
and especially Pauline metaphors, ~hows Christ assuming ·the
archetypal images of the Old ·Testament, and concludes:
The images are supernaturally formed, and supernaturally made intelligible to faith.
Faith discerns

49Amos Niven Wilder, Mo~ern Poetrf a~d ~he Christian Tradition: A Stud in the Relation of Chr1st1an1t to Culture
SOFarrer, Glass, p. 44.
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not the im~ges, but what the images signify:
and
yet we cannot discern it except through the images.
We cannot by-pass the images to _seize ·an imageless
truth.SI
One need only look at the various dramatic images of
the central idea of the Atonement 52 to sympathize with
Farrer's extreme emph~sis .

In terms of religious language

his insight ~s valuable. · His preoccupation with an informative
view of revelation, however, hinders his application in this
area.
Although there has been no . direct explication of the
languages of the sermon and the liturgy, two "derived" forms
of religious language proper, what has been said of. Scripture
applies equally to these forms both of which are included in
Scripture.

It should be emphasized that to the extent that

both attempt to "speak" the Word and evoke a religious situation, both will assume a logical oddness which links their
words to the Incarnate Word of God as well as a metaphorical
vividness which makes their words presentationally immediate.
Theological language, o~ the other hand, te?ds to fall
into a m~re rational structure.

A majority of its words will

be abstract, derived from the unive~sals which serve as the endpoints of explanation and determine proper relationships.
While it must never lose its stance of religious commitment,

51

~

•• p. 110.

5 2 Gustaf Aul:n, Christus Victor, translated by · A. G.
Herbert {London: s. P.
K., 1961), p. ~77. Aulen argues
that the classical view, unlike the other two, defies rational
systematiza;ion. ,,

c.
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its primary aim is to categorize, evaluate, and establish
the symbols of religious language.

Its source and authority

is the Bible, yet it employs "the tool of logic to fix the
proper intellectual meanings of ·analogical propositions, to
rescue the inevitably Faradoxical images from contradiction,
and to fit these translated results into a coherent metaphysical system.
The aim of catechetics, briefly, is to "clarify and
stabilize as w~~l as to illuminate a faith which the recipients are assumed to al.ready possess. 115 3

Thus its language

will be a mixture of the religious and the theological.
Conclusion
Literary metaphor and religious symbol function, at the
first level, in precisely the same way.

Both force together

two entities which ordinarily are not associated. ·
At the second· level, however, definite dist~nctions can
be made • . The proper function of the metaphor is to combine
two entities within the per~eptual and conceptual world of human
experience.

It may '~radically join" a universal abstraction

to a concrete object or one particular concrete to another.
In this establishment of a tension between the two, a third
image with its own special form of existence is produced.
The resultant image depends on and participates in its

53Hut~hinson, p. 242. An extended ~iscussion of
catechetics appears in the fourth chapter.
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parent-entities, neither of which can now be taken as
literally significant.

The image may be real inasmuch as

it participates in the real signs which produced it, but
it is also metaphorical because it transcends the originally
literal signs.

Such a function may be considered logically

unusual.
Religiou·s symbol, on the other hand, has a logically
"odd" function in that it forces together a finite entity
(an abstraction, a literal concrete, or a me~aphorical image)
an~ the Infinite Reality from beyond the natural world of
human existence.

The finite word or _image, as a humanly

conditioned product, points to the Inexpressible.

As a

divine Word, the finite i~ comprehended in the div~ne and
becomes a mysterious and dynamic vehicle for its powerful activity.

Such a function is acceptable only within a religious

situation·.
Both metaphor . and symbol point to and signify a reality
beyond them whic~ cannot be reduced or decoded.

The meta-

phorical -projection may be an object or characier within a
humanly conceivable s~tting.

The symbol always relates to

the inexpressible G~d Who transcends the finite realm.
The character of the two vehicles is strikingly similar.
Both demand and may elicit certain pre-conditions without
which one cannoi appreciate their potential value.

The pre-·

conditions of metaphoric language are a willing suspension of
disbelief and an "openness" to radical a~sociations.

The pre-

conditions of symbolic la~guage are a self-denial of natural
,•'
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assumptions and categories of perception and a receptive
awareness of the Wholly Other Who acts within "natural"
history.
The moments of insight in the metaphor and discernment
in . the symbol are both highly personal.

They involve the

total person in the constructed reality of the author, on
the one hand,· and with the Divine action on the other.
Both languages evok~ an intense presentational immediacy
by reconstructing reality in its fullest dimensions.

One

properly regards the first by identifying with its drama of
human experience • . One apprehends the second by totally
,

committing himself to the divine Reality behind it.
In terms of the Word, Austin Farrer draws helpful
contrasts between the poet and the prophet:·
a maker; the prophet is a mouthpiece.

1154

"the poet is

The poet, h.e

suggest~, is constrained and controlled by human existence • .
While he freely chooses and controls objects with considerable el~sticity, still he must present those aspects of
human existence which .he has chosen within the accepted
canons of realism.

The prophet, however, is constrained and

controlled in existence by . the divine Word.
tizes the texture of human existence.
it with the . Reality from without.
I'

54 Farrer, Glass, p. 129.

-

ssibid., pp, 126-121.

55

One drama-

The other pierces
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In light of the preceding contrasts, the action of
the Word of God through religious language ·would appear to be
the primary distinguishing factor.

However, Gerardus van der

Leeuw, the eminent butch phenomenologist, cautions:
God's spirit always seizes a man and compels him to
speak, to sing. ~an meets his God in the word which
proceeds from him, but which derives from God. The
religious man who expresses himself, who speaks, we
call a prophet; the servant of beauty who does the
same thing, we call inspired. The impersonal nature
of prophecy (it is not the prophet who speaks, but
God who speaks through his mouth) we . find in another
manner in the inspiration of the poet, who surely says
more than he intends.56
It is by an investigation of the goal and content -of the
two languages that some tentative conclus~ons may be drawn.

'
56 Gerardus van der Leeuw, Sacred and Profane Beauty:
The . Holf in Art, translated by David E. Green (New York:
Hoit, Rinehart and Winston, 1963), p. 147.

CHAPTER I II
TRUTII:

AN INVESTIGATION OF LITERARY AND THEOLOGICAL
OBJECTIVES

"You shall know the truth, and the truth shall make
you free. 111

' As ·mere literature these Johannine vocables

vindicate the existence of the literary arts and may even
appear above the doorways of state university libraries; 2
as religious language they express the ultimate goal of
r

Christianity.

The following discus s ion will first in-

vestigate "truth" in its non-reli gious context and then
cxegctically in t he terms of the Gospel according to St.
John.
Literary truth is quite unlike ~hilosophic tru th .

The

very nature of its language (id est, the met &ph or) defies
the abstractions and generalizations so n e cessary to ph ilr
ophy.
work
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meaning. 3
This is not to suggest that literature is oblivious
to and separated from the philosophic work of explaining.
Again, its very language demands that it rise above an
empirical naturalism.

By forcing together objecta and

ideas, literature depends directly on philosophic systems
of thought.

There ·are, · in fact, evaluations of philosophic

truths within the great works of literature.

Nevertheless,

_these ideas and .evaluations are always in situ, within the
concrete situation. 4

But such ideas and values offer truth

only within their context and to the extent that they are
appropriate and ~ntegral.
The author obviously writes from a particular
Weltanschauung, and this vision will be implicit in his
.

interpretation of the experiences he presents.

5

Yet if he

insists on superimposing his "truth" on the characters he
creates, he will succeed in producing only a family of robots
forced into action within a world that only he can appreciate.
Philosophic truth cannot dominate literature without reducing
it to sheer embellishment with no truth of its own.

Then it

can only provide an emot~ve medium 'for propositions which

. 3 C1 ea nth Brook s , 11 Imp 1 i cat ·ions o f an Organ i c Th e or y o f
Poetry," Literature and Belief, edited by M. H. Ahr .ams (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1958), entire essay.
4

s.

~ . , p. 75.

5 charles Glicksberg, Literature and Religion (Dallas:
M. U, Press, 1960) ~ p. 66,
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might have been stated more abstractly. 6

Thus, the author

and his c.reation cannot explain; they can only express.
Tate warns that explicit allegiance to philosophic
truth leads to the imposition of the will rather than self.
.
.
7
sacri. f.ice to 1mag1nat1on.

This was particularly true of the

romantics who, in the devastating presence of modern science,
constructed fictitious ·explanations for the purpose of external control by the will.

The intent of his warning may

be seen in his brief allusion to Shelley:
We must understand that the lines
Life like a dome of many-colored glass
Stains the white radiance of eternity
are not poetry; the express the frustrated individual
·will trying to compete with science. The will as~erts
a rhetorical · proposition about the whole of life, but
the imagination has not seized upon the materials of
the poem and made them into a whole. Shelley's
simile is imposed upon the material from above; it
does not grow out of· the material. It exists as an
explanation external to the subject; it is an explana-.
tion of "life" that seems laden with portent and high
significance, but as explanation it necessarily looks
towards possible action, and it is there that we know
that the statement is meaningless.a
When a work is written for the sake of a philosophic
truth, whether social, moral, or religious, at best it falls

6John Hospers, "Iinplied Truth~ in Literature,"
Philosophy Looks at the Arts, edited by Joseph Margolis
(New York: c.fiarles Scribner's Sons, 1962), pp. 201-202.
7

.

.

Allen Tate, On the Limits of Poetry, Selected Essays:
1928-1948 (New York: Swallow Press and Wm. Morrow & Co., Inc.,
1948), p. 95.
8 Ibid~,

-

pp. 92-93.

,,.
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into the didactic tallacy.

When it is calculated to move

people in~o some definite course of action, it is nothing
more than propaganda. 9

Neither offers literary truth •

.

Some modern poets in an attempt to escape the responsibility of literary truth have protested that their words do
not refer to philosophic ideas or to the created order of
finfte existence for that matter.

They insist that they are

constructing "word games" or contemplating the idea of contemplation itself.
poetry.~O

They are poets purely for the sake of

Sartre, however, ambushes their brilliant maneuver

when he writ es "pure art and empty ·art are the same thing.

. . .1111
If, in attempting to delineate literary truth, Allen
Tate suggests, "All literature has a social or moral or
rel_igious purpose:

the writer has something that he has got·

to say to the largest public possible''; 12 yet his disciple,.
Nathan Scott, concludes, "poetry does not convey any rhetorical propositions about the issues of religion or politics or
psychology or science; that is to say, it does not conduct
3
the mind beyond itself, in a process of explanation. 11 ~ --what

,.
' 9 Ibid., p. 96.
lONathan A. Scott, Jr., Modern Literature and the Religious
Frontier (New Y~rk: Harper & Brothers, 1958), p. 56.
llJean-Paul Sartre, What Is Literature?, translated by
Bernard Frechtman (New York: Philosophical Library, 1949), p. 27.
12Tate, Limits of PoetrY, p. 138.
13Nathan A. Scott, Jr., "The Collaboration of Vision in the
Poetic Act: The Religious Dimension," Literature and Belief,
edited by M. H. AbrfimS (New· York: Columbia University Press,
19S~), p. 110.
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then is the truth of literature?
Co~temporary poets ~nd critics generally agree that the
truth of literature ts the truth in literature.
truth is given through his metaphors.

14

~he ~oet's

Archibald MacLeish

sums it up in his Ars Poetica, "The poem should be:
mean."

It is "equal to:

not

not truc. 1115

Unwilling · to serve external, conceptual truth, poetry
must create its own internal and incarnate truth.

Such truth

cannot be legislated by pe·rsonal allegiances and the force of
the will; it must spring from the imagination which submits
to . the condi~ions of human nature in order to become their
master. 16

The scope and truth of literature is the presenta-

tion of the total realm of human existence.

Charles Glicksberg

sums up the poet's responsibility to literary truth:
He must communicate the whole of experience in all
its baffling complexity, its irreducible contradictions and irrationalities, its ugliness as well as
its grandeur, . its boredom and evil as well as its
beauty and holiness.
He must reveal the doubt as
well as the faith in the arena of the mind.
The
whole mind, the whole being, is active in the creative
process:
the passional self, the instincts, the un~
conscious; and the poet, though he obviously selects
his material in accordance with his philosophy of life,
cannot afford
impose a pattern that is restrtctive
in its effect • . 7

f6

. 14 scott, Modern Literature, p. 19.
lSRen: Welek, and Austin Warren, Theory of Literature
(New York: Harcourt, Br~ce & World, Inc., 1956), p. 24.
16M. H. Abrams, "Belief and Suspension of Disbelief,"
Literature and Belief (New York: Columbia University Press,
1958), p. 30.
l7Glicksberg,
p. 62.
,•
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Literary truth, then, is the sensitive and full disclosure of the world and man as he experiences it through a
faithful and perceptive representation of both.

It should

be noted in passing that every good piece of literature will
have a religious dimension inasmuch as the religious dimension (id est, an awareness and/or commitment to forces beyond
human comprehension) is· an integral part of the man he faithfully recreates.
It is apparent at this point that the truth of literature
has more of a character of faithfulness to reality than truth
in an absolute serise.

Yet this faithfulness must not be con-

fused with scientific accuracy for as the poet cannot kneel
at the altar of philosophic truth, neither can he join hands
i n th e f e 11 ow ship o f the _" ha 1 f - ho rs e "

18

w hi ch d es c r i be s on 1 y

that which is empirically measurable and malleable.

While he

is inextricably involved with the very "things" that scient.ists
measure, he cannoi ·simply reduce them to a series of contingent
objects.

In fact, he must excuse himself from the very beginning;

for the "world" or portion of the "world" which he faithfully
presents is not even "real" or "true" in terms· of scientific
accuracy.

The truth of literature . is _not verbal photography.

Even characters and objects derived from the "real" world are
transposed and transformed into the "world" created by the
imagination.
· While the poet's creation is admittedly "unreal" (and

18 Tate, Limits of Poetry, p. 307.
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one wonders how even the most astute historian could begin to
compile a real history). it is not an alter mundus. a world
sui generis• which can be related to this world only through
· contemplation and by analogy. 19 Life and literature can no
more be identified than they can be separated.

The "other"

world of literature is not another different world; it is
this world consistently viewed as a totality • . The very
metaphor by which it is constructed indicates the truth of
its "otherness."

It consistently weds matter and idea to re-

veal t h e ~ meaning. the wholeness of the world which in
life is rarely perceived as such an organized totality.
Where in everyday life men objectify or abstract entities
and experiences in order to control and manipulate them. the
poet combines and presents them in an immediate. unified
vision.

The result of this fusion in a completed work

according to Douglas Knight.
is a sense of the .living presence of the constant and
universal in ·the immediate and particular. The richness of significance possible through all these means is
also a special order of significance not to be created
in any other way. The lifeless structure of abstraction
and the chaotic vigor of immediacy are made into one
organismA the senses and intelligence appear as · an
·
2u
·
entity.
.
· While literature transforms th~ world into an organized
and manageable configuration. it does not falsify it. ·

19 Abrams, pp. 6-7.
20 oouglas Knight, "Religious Implications in the
Humanities." Liberal Learning and Religion, edited by
Amos Niven Wi I <ler (New Yo_rk: Harper & Brothers• 1951) ,
p. 91.
/
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M. Denis de Rougemont asserts that the poet's task is not to
invent a truth, but to discover it within reality and then
rearrange it so that we may appreciate it more profoundly. 21
It is ~a calculated trap for meditation • • • " where "nature
and aim, essence and end, are inseparable. 1122

F.

w.

Dillistone concurs, "The novel is meant to set us back from
life so that we may see it in ·better perspective and with a
fuller range of understanding. 1123
The truth ~f literature, then, is two-fold.

On the

first level it presents a true world, one that is recognizable
as suffici~ntly similar to the real world ~n which the reader
finds himself.

On th~ second level literature offers a truth

which is essentiai ~o that world.
.
. f 1cance
.
.
s~gn1
o f its
p h enomena. 24

It is the true content and
This is what Wilder calls

the "news of reality. 1125
Nathan Scott, who has persistently built on the notes .
of Allen Tate, gives perhaps the most adequate definition of
the ultimate truth in literature.

For him th~ truth is. vision,

the wholeness of a vision at a particular moment of experience

21 scott, Modern Literature, p. 57.
22 oenis de Rougemont, "Religion and the Mission of the

Artist," S iritual Problems in Cont .em orar Literature, edited
by Stanley Romaine Hopper New York: Harper & Brothers, 1957),
p. 177.
23 Frederick William Oillistone, The Novelist and the
Passion Story (London: Collins Press, 1960), p. 14.
24 Tate, Limits of Poetry, PP• 113-1~4.

25 Amos Niven Wilder, Theology and Modern Literature
(Cambridge: Harvard · University Press, 1958), P• 3.
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which yields the quality of that experience.

26

The scope

of that vision is the entire panorama within the natural
order of creation.

The truth of the vision is the painful
27
reality of the finitude of man within such an existenc~.
Glicksberg rightly contends that such truth is beyond
the capacity of discursive language.

Therefore, any real

knowledge and appreciation of it must ~e highly existential-vital intuitions which are experienced as intensely personal
truth. 2 8

This does not exclude cognition, but rather

elevates the importance of the mysterious imagination.

The .

knowledge of literary truth is not the contemplation of true
prin~iples or a body of knowledge.

It is not in the first

place the recogriition of real objects.

It is the experience

of a total vision which significantly weds and animates those
objects and ideas.
In the process of sensitizing, making one conscious of
the basic and even· banal realities of human 1 i fe, the goal to
which literature presses is the goal of freedom.
of course, has b~en variously interpreted.

This goal,

Perhaps the two

essential objectives from which variants have derived have
been formulated by Jean . Paul Sartre and T.

s.

Eliot.

26All of his works stress this theme. See particularly
"The Collaboration of Vision in the Poetic Act: The Religious
Dime·nsion" in M. H. Abrams, Literature and Belief. Also Allen
Tate in his ess.ay "Three Types of Poetry 11 in Limits of Poetry
links vision and imagination.
27 Scott, Modern Literature, P• 6 1.

28 Glicksberg, p. 56.
,.
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Sartre suggests:·
we may conclude that the writer has chosen to reveal
the world and particularly to reveal man to other men
so that the latter may assume full responsibility for
the object which has been thus laid bare • • • • the
function of the writer is to act in such a way that
nobody can be ignorant of the world and that nobody
may say that he is innocent of what it's all about.29
The question of condemnation or forgiveness is not in the
hand of the author.

He must sacrifice his distinct beliefs

and ·judgments so that his reader will be forced · to see and
evaluate.

In freeing man from ignorance and self-delusions

of truth, he also broadens and extends one's insight into
the truth of finite reality.

Eliot concludes:

Poetry cannot prove that anything i s ~ ; it can
only create · a variety of wholes composed of int~llectual and emotional constituents, justifying the emotion
by the thought and the thought by the emotion: it
proves successively, or fails to prove, that certain
worlds of thought and feelings are possible.30
The poet does not advocate certain beliefs; he shows us what
it feels like . to hold those beliefs.
If the truth of literature is the experience of man's
finitude and the concomitant realities of such an existence,
it would appear that the inexorable results of this objective
could only be a further binding of man to ~is _predicament of
existence.

As Lawrence Durell epitomizes the message of art,

its purpose is ''t~ remind us that we are dying without having

29 sartre, p. 24.
30T. S. Eliot from Poetr~ and Proraganda (1930) qu~ted
by Martin Jarrett-Kerr in Stu ies in Literature and Belief
(London: Rockliff Publishing Corp., 1954), p. 10.
/
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properly livcd." 31 ·
The truth of John 8:32, like literary truth, is
neither philosophic nor scientific.

Unlike literary truth,

however, it is neither finite nor anthropocentric.

Never-

theless, while man is not its proper . subject, he is its
proper object.

~,\ ,;J1.10<.
its Hebrew root,

in John· can never be appreciated apart from

nRX.
. .. ,

which designates a reality which is

firm, reliable, unchanging, faithfui. 32

In its most religious

sense, it cannot refer to anything within the flux of a finite
universe, but rather points to an ontological quality of
This n]?~. becomes manifest and known by the
33
way in which Yahweh acts.
The basic notion of nP.~. in the

Yahweh Himself.

....

,.

..

· Old Testament, then, is not rational or cognitive, but a reality
of the God Whose integrity, reliability, and security beco~eevident in llis faithful Word or actions.
Over ~gainst the Platonic view which made truth
,
synonymou~ with o'''°' and the Hellenistic "investigated
~

pr.obabil i ty" as opposed to

'f'{}loJ (deception) and

(appearance or opinion), 34 John's use of

tltf_j0u

~>.ef.J11«.

31Glicksberg, p. 42.
32 Francis Brown, s. R. Driver, and Charles A. Briggs,
editors, A Hebrew and En lish Lexicon of the Old Testament
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1959, p. 54. As 'rel1.a ility" 1.n·
Gen~ 24:48 ("the sure way"); as "stability" · in Is. 39:8; as
"faithfulness" when describing God in Ps. 54:7; 71:22;
Ex. 34:6. It is closely related to mercy and salvation.
33
Otto A. Piper, "Truth , " .,.T.;.;h..e-~-.,.......--~-~-r.T---~~~,
of the Bible, edited by George
Abingdon Press, 196~). IV, 714.
34Rudolf Bultmann, "The Greek and H·ellenistic Use of
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denotes "divine reality" with reference to the fact
.
(l) that it is different from the reality in which man
first finds himself, and by which he is controlled,
and (2) that it discloses itself and is thus revelation.3S
The j u x t a po s i t ion o f
cosmological.

~ ~ ?Jl l «..

and

'I'£ VIoJ

i s no t

These do not refer to substances, but rather

to genuine possibilities for human existence according to the
activity or rejection of the Word of revelation.

Bultmann

summarizes the Johannine concept:

;.>,,fJ00<. is thus the reality of God which is, of
course, opposed and inaccessible to human existence as
it has constituted itself through the fall from God,
i.e., through sin, and revelation is the miraculous
occurrence beyond the reach of the being which is
alien to God. Yet in revelation - there is disclosed
to man the true possibility of his own being when, in
the face of ~he Word ·of revelation which encounters
him, he decid,s ~~ surrender himself. Thus the
reception of «.'.A1']"1~1·0(. is conditioned neither by
rational or esoteric instruction on the one side nor
physical preparation on the other; it takes place in
obedient faith.36
In speaking specifically to John 8:32 he submits:

•

«>..,fJt,~

As revel~tion ·
is the object of 111Udf"KtJJI •
• •• What is primarily expressed is the character of
the determinative power of revelation as a word which
can be understood • • • • What is meant is not knowledge
generally, but . the knowledge of revelation, just as
i.Atir.Jt/'z'""does not mean the freedom of the human
mind but freedom from sin • • • • The fact that the Word
is not a complex of statements or ideas, that is not

~>.r{JtltX.. ·," Theological Dictionar~ of the New Testamen~,
edited by Gerhard Kittel, translate by Geoffrey W. Bromil~y
(Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. ~erdmans Pu~lishing Company,
1964·) , I, 2 38-241. (Hereafter to be referred to as !E.!:!!,.)
.

35 Rudolf Bultmann, "The. Early Christian Use
TDNT, I, 245 •

-

-

36Ibid.

of«AnJt,«. ,"
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cosmological or soteriological speculation, but an
address fulfilled in concrete encounter, is shown by
the fact that it cannot be separated from the person
of Jesus and the events fulfilled in his history (17:171 9) ' • (• ~• l •, _,so t hat ' it ~ can be, s a i d : i:/ .i ~ //.":
,1,_ 1 ef ~./o'r
J
1<,cz 7J r;(n7l'Vlll«,
K«l 7l j'ec, 71
(14: 6).
Hence revelation is not a means to an .end; it is both itself the way
and the goal (.J~i).
In other words, it is taken
seriously as a divine occurrence. That God is disclosed
in revelation is sta.ted in 1: 14 ,17, where the qfoJ«. of
the ~()J/IJ__J4J/7lf is described as 11'/.1'/f''J./ 1,y1rif
K«l ;,171?J1fKJ, i.e., God's reality is given in 1.t.3
Thus in its primary sense Christian truth is the Reality
beyond human grasp and insight breaking-in to finite creation
and unfolding itself for man to deliver him from the Liar
which binds him.

This truth is always revealed from above in

concrete historical events.

The life, death, and resurrection

of Jesus Christ, the Incarnate Word, is the fullest revelation
of the truth of God's faithful and unchanging love for man in
,
his revolt. It is through the faith-knowledge (n1rr~ll"d1JI -

,

/111/JrKtJJ/

) process of experiencing the truth of God's love

that man is freed ~y the Spirit from his imprisoned existence;
The objective of this freedom is not a fixed possession of the
truth, but the continuing development of the Christian life
· which gratefully acknowledges and actively obeys the truth
of God. 38

Thus biblical or catech~tical "truth" subtracts

nothing from the reality imparted to man through literature.
In fact it underlines that reality and . adds to it the reality
of God at work among men to alter the reality of their

37

-

Ibid., I, 246.

38Rudolf Bultmann, "J1llllt"J(i1/: The Early Christian
I , 7 0 7 - 71 3 •

Us age , " TD NT ,

~
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existence.

This He accomplished by revealing to man and

producing in him the consciousness of His saving work.
Conclusion
Despite the theological jargon used to describe
"revealed" or "ultimate" truth, there are many definite
similarities·· 'between "revealed" and "literary" or
"creaturely" truth.

Because of their linguistic affinities

(Chapter II), neithei account~£ truth can be abstracted or
objectified without serious distortion.

Thus the truth of

literature as well as of revelation is neither philosophic
nor scientific.

Both incorporate these and exten~ beyond

them to another total truth which,properly speaking, is
irreducible.
Likewise the appre~ension of these truths is neither
simply a matter of cognition nor strictly sensual perceptio~.
Rather it is experiential and existential.

The truth of each

is locked from those who are unwilling to suspend their disbelief and see through eyes of faith.

Both depend on a

personal and . active "engagement" of the total person ·
•I

through the imaginati~n which links ideas and objects in its
vision.
Both "ult.imate" and "creaturely" truth serve to dis- close reality which is both immanent ~it~in time and history
and yet transcendent.

The r~ality of both is directly related

to human existence.

Both establish the f i nitude of man, ~he

human predicament.

And those who would fully appreciate this

," .

so
truth must experience it.
Perhaps no one has constructed a more ~horough or
convincing argument for the coagmentum of art in religion than
Gerardus van , der Le·euw. 39

In his discuss ion of "Beau ti fu l

Words" he submits, "Everything beautiful, everything holy, is
true.

"The norm is absolute; only the content changes daily. 11 40

Truth is one.

In religion it is subsumed by the Holy; in

art it is experienced as beauty--in-creation.

In the finite

realm of literature ·the human word breaks down trying to
express Beauty.

Thus it points to the "other.".

Beauty, then,

is the precondition or ·penultimate of the Holy which com41
prehends it.
Theologically formulated, God as "wholly
other" is also absolute Creator.

His creatures may knowingly

or unconsciously witness to Him by continuing llis creative
activity.
In his elaboration of a theological aesthetic van der .
Leeuw remains true to his phenomenological method.

Resisting

any metaphysical speculations, he simply states his preliminary

39Gerardus van der Leeuw, Sacred and Profane Beauty: The
Holy in Art, translated by David E. Green (New York: ~olt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1963), pp. 115-151, 265-340. His vocabulary is phenomenological. For him "the Holy" is either
Rudolf Otto's "wholly other" or Eduard Sprangler's "absolutely
valid" (pp. 4-5). Unfortunately he never delineates e_xactly
what he means by "Beauty." It is inherent in the best art
and often is used interchangeably with it. A key to understanding both terms is his chapter "The Image of God"
(pp. 304-327).
4

oibid.,
pp. 282-283.
41 Ibid., pp. · 266-279.

-
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conclusions:

"Religion and art are parallel lines, which

intersect only at infinity and meet in God. 1142
Literature cannot offer or establish ultimate truth,
yet it can create a beautiful truth which points to, penetrates, and partakes of God Himself-All the beauty
Of heaven and earth
Is contained in Thee alone.43
While van der Leeuw offers some very valuable observations which -merit sirious study by all concerned with the
problem of general revelation, his very approach as
"analyzing spectator" limits the applicability of his
conclusions.

In his extreme appeal to the _imago Dei as the

link between God and man, he has glossed over the breach and
its consequences which resulted from the Fall.

In his healthy

assumption of the essential goodness of creation, he does not
·adequately regard the . accident of sin by which man and his
efforts not only "miss the mark, 11 · but actually participate in
a distorted and rebellious existence.

The truth ·~£ God, then,

is more than a self-sufficient "wholly other" whom man senses
. as a mysterium tremendum et fascinans.

And the truth of human

literature is less a humble service which reveals the grace
·of God by crumbling before it.

Fallen man cannot see the

truth of God, and when it is revealed ~o him, he naturally
rejects it and works to destroy it.

-

42Ibid., p. 333.
43!.lli.•' P·~ 34~.

Nor is God so mysteriously
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self-sufficient that He can remain oblivious to the reactions
of man.

There will be much· human "beauty" which, in the

beyond of infinity, will remain perpendicular rather than
parallel to the Holy.
Certain final contrasts are now in order.

While literary

or creaturely truth exceeds the partial truths of philosophy
and science, 'stil.l it cannot reach beyond the finite realm in
which it · is seen.

It is anthropocentric.

Poetry portrays the

texture of human existence as it is humanly perceived.

By

lifting, representing, and interpreting a segment of life,
the poet paints thi truth of the human situation without
responsibility to or even explicit reJ~rd for God.

Not only

the deus ex machina, but also Deus Himself have no place in
literature except as they may be dangerously intimated
from the beliefs evidenced by characters within a literary work.
As such the character of literary truth is properly a
pictorial diagnosis rather than a spoken prescription.
Through metaphoric images of meaning the poet shows the
multiplicity of paths that may be takeni sensitizes one to the
necessity and responsibility of walking down one, an~ regrets
the "dead end" to which they all lead.
Ultimate truth, on th~ other hand, breaks in to human
existence from beyond.
His object is man.

The God of love faithfully acts to save

His fallen creatures.
by the Word of GoJ.
effected.

Its subject is nothing le&s than God.

Man under the wrath of God is confronted
His verdict is rend~red; his call is

From then on he is both lifted and urged on in
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the one Way, the Truth, and the Life.

In this way God

fulfills Himself and llis promise to man.
Esse~tially, then, ~he two truths do not stand in
opposition to each · other.

Their common link is man.

The

proper _subj _e ct of literature is ~he full revelation of man.
That same man is the proper object of catechetics to whom
it reveals God at work ·for him and in him.

'

,,·

.

CHAPTER IV
THE VALUE OF LITERATURE IN LUTHERAN CATECHETICS
Luther, in a letter .to Eoban Hess, March 29, 1523, wrote:
I am persuaded that without knowledge of literature
pure theology cannot at all endure, just as heretofore,
when letters have declined and lain prostrate, theology,
too, has wretc~edly fallen and lain prostrate; nay, I
see that there has never been a great revelation of the
Word of God unless He has first prepared the way by the
ri~e and prosperity of languages and letters, as though
they were John the Baptists. There ii, indeed, nothing
that I have less wish to see done against our young
people than that they should omit to study poetry and
rhetoric. Certainly it is my desire that there . should
. be as many poets and rhetoricians as possible, because
I see that by these studies, as by no other means,
people are wonderfully fitted for the grasping of
sacred truth and for handling it skillfully and happily.
To be sure, ''Wisdom maketh the tongues of those who
cannot speak eloquent," but the gift of tongues is not
to be despised. Therefore I beg of you that at my
request (if that has any weight) you will urge your
young people to be diligent in the study of poetry and
rhetoric. As Christ lives, I am often angry with myself that my age and my manner of life do not leave me
any time to busy myself with the poets and the orators.
I had bought me a · Homer that I might become a Greek.
But
I have worried you enough with these little things.I
Furthermore, in his 1524 treatise urging the establishment and maintenance of Christian schools, he argues that
poetry and history are essential for a fuller life.

From such

books one may multiply his experiences of the world and gain
a knowledge of life which he himself could never acquire in

lMartin Luther, Luther's Corres ondence and Other
Contemporart Letters, translate and edited by Preserved
Smith and Carles M. Jacobs (Philadelphia: The Lutheran
Publication Society, 1918), II, 176-l77.
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a hundred lifetimes. 2
Karl Hpll maintains that Luther did not want to omit
the comic poets Terence and Plautus, even though there was
objectionable material in them, because they pirtrayed real
life and real people so excellently. 3
Luther, of course, was not appealing for the use of
literature as· it has be·en discussed above.

While Dante,

Petrarch, and Boccaccio had already built the literary bridge
from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance, it is doubtful
Luther ever read any Chaucer, and more than seventy-five
years separated him from Cervantes, Shakespeare, and the
first English novelists.
Nor did his catechetical situation resemble ours.
Most of his catechumens could not even read Dante's Divine
Comedy.

They were unschooled, semi-literate peasants with

a very limited access to or appreciation for poetry and
history.

Thus Luther did not set about to write ••profane"

literature for those he was teaching.

Such literary arts

belonged in the cutricula of the sc~ools he so strongly
urged.

Rather he wrote catechisms.

)0
I

One of these, "The

Small Catechism," contained little more than a simple explanation of the bare essentials of the Christian faith--the Ten

2 Martin Luther, "To the Councilmen of All Cities in
Germany That They May Establish and Maintain Christian
Schools" (1524), Luther on Education, F. v. N. Painter
(St. L~uis: Concordia Publishing House, 1889)', p. 197.
3 Quoted by Roland M. Frye, Perspective on Man
(Philadelphia: Westminster
Press, 1961), p. 112.
,•
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Commandments~ the Creed, and the Lord's Prayer.

Luther,

the teacher, approached his incompetent preachers and the
households of the common people at their own level.

It

should be noted, however, that "The Large Catechism" was
originally taught from the Wittenberg pulpit in three series
of sermons.

The significance of thi~ lies in the fact that

in the more than twenty-three hundred sermons of Luther which
have been published, one of the most frequently recurring
words is the term exempla which introduces the many illustrations Luther marshalls in his efforts to share the Christian
truth.

While most of his exempla are Scriptural, he does not

hesitate to use folk-lore, Sprichwoerter, Menander, nonreligious poetry, ~r Aesop's Fables. 4

According to Elmer

Kiessling, Luther was in many ways a typical medieval preacher
using illustrations · from legends and nature as well as from
the collections of Gregory the Great, Jacob of Vitry, the
Vitae Patrum, and Gesta Romanorum. 5 Thus one may conclude
that Luther in his catechetical instruction of the laity used
all the available literature appropriate to the intellectual
level of ·those he taught. 6

4 Martin Luther, D. Martin Luthers Werke, Kritische
Gesammtausgabe (Weimar: Hermann BBhlaus Nachfolger, 1883-),
VIII, 65; XXXIV (2), 274; XXXVI, 138, 619-620; XLVIII, 158;
XLIX, 423-428.
5 Elmer. Carl Kiessling, The Earl Sermons of Luther and
Their Relation to the Pre-Re ormation Sermon Grand Rapids:
Zondervan Publishing House, 1935), pp. 32-37.
6 This humanistic emphasis in the Re~aissance idea of
education was shared by Melanchthon w~o saw education as the
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Elert describes the general attitude of the Lutheran
Reformation toward literature which extended into the Orthodox
period.

The poet can prepare man for . a relationship with God.

By drawing us into what he presents, the poet lets us
see ourselves as if we were others. When we do so,
however, we always remain ourselves. Thus the . poet
elevates us in our consciousness of being ·in the world
exactly as do wordless chamber music or the pastels of
Latour; .and when we have reached the final stage of
elevation, he make~ us ready to ask the Creator for
redemption--which the poet, of course, is unable to
give us.7
Many ~heories explaining the historic divorce between
the Christian Church and literature have been offered.

Some

suggest that Protestantism with its denial of transubst~ntiation and with its extreme emphasis on other-worldliness
rejected a~ idolatry anything produced by man or cr ~ated
around him.

Others contend that Protestantism became so

conditioned by the bourgeois ethos that real •esthetic
expression was starved.

Still others maintain that the very

exclusiveness of Christianity precludes any congenial recognition of the autonomous literary enterprise.

Literature

which does not conform to the dogmatic boundaries set by the
Church is held in suspicion as subversive.

It ~snot the pur-

pose of this chapter to determine the causes of this cleavage.
However, Von Ogden Vogt's analysis of 1929 still applies to

silver bowl carrying the golden fruit of the gospel (cf. C.
L. Manschreck, Melanchthon the uiet Reformer (New York:
· Abingdon Press, 1958, pp. 131-157.
· 7 werner Elert, ~h~ ·s~ru~~ur~ ·~f Lutheranism translated
by Walter A. Hansen (St. Louis: Concordia ~ublisting House,
1962), I, 462. ~
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the Lutheran tradition in America today:
the conscious usage of the arts in the
religious education of Protestantism has been
limited to the singing of songs, and a meager amount
of pictorial illustration.a
This is not to dismiss the numerous fictional stories
which have appeared in Sunday School leaflets, youth magazines,
and adult bul.letins, nor "religious" books of the Lloyd
Douglas ilk which are considered "safe" for the church library.
However, the goals of such literature usually conform to the

8
Van Ogden Vogt, Art & Religion (New Haven: Yale
Uniyersity Press, 1929), p. 107. Except for the work of
Ewald Bash in the American Lutheran Church (Christianity in
Particular: Doctrines in the Flesh, Dimension Series of the
Youth Uepartment, American Lutheran Church, 422 South Fifth
Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1962) and Donald Deffner in
The Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod (author of numerous tracts
and articles concerning the Images of Man in C~ntemporary
Literature and the value of paperbacks in parish educational
programs), there has been no serious effort to demonstrate
the value of literature in Lutheran catechetics.
Concerning this problem, Bash speculates in an inpublished
letter of January 25, 1965:
"We have uncovered a sufficient theology for the time.
It does not have much flesh but it warrants our seeking art
form ways of communicating Scripture in a contemporary
fashion. A story, a paradoxical lie told to tell the truth,
might be a way of losing ourselves from the dullness of our
life into a false y~t true story, which gives insight and
renews our understanding of how the Word is in dialogue with
the world. One lives in the art form and copes with a situa· tion in a somewhat manageable form and then goes back to the
life he lives, a little more equipped for events strangely
like and unlike the art form read or seen."
Sharing his intentions in writing Christianity in
Particular (a series of stories on such doctrines as Baptism,
Holy Communion, Sin, Judgment, Marriage, etc.), he comments:
"The short story appealed to me as a way of getting behind ·
defenses raised against other approaches.
With the curtains
pulled back ·, dialogue could occur on very. sensitive subjects.
I'm convinced by this time that this is true.
I'm convinced
also that the younger generation at lea~t, wants to talk about ·
real matters, · and this is a way of entrance."
....
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aims of Catechetics as formulated by M. Reu:

The aim is (1) faithfully to imbed and anchor in the
INTELLECT of the rising generatidn all the holy truths
upon which the life of the mature congregation fundamentally is based, . and by which alone it is constantly
renewed, and without a knowledge of which one can not
possibly participate in its entire life; (2) to stir
the EMOTIONS to a vital interest in those truths;
(3) to bend the WILL so that it may run in the paths
in which the Holy Spirit, turning to account those
truths~ in His own season, leads to perional faith
and to participation in the life of the mature congregation.9
When a piece of literature aims primarily at the
intellect in order "to bend the will," it fails as good
literature and becomes abstract didacticism.

When a poet

simply _a ttempts to stir the emotions in order "to bend the
will," his product is not poetry, but moralistic propaganda
in verse form.

Only in rare instances can such efforts

qualify as go?d expressions of Christian Truth. ·
Within didactic literature there is an excellent
literary device which may legitimately be employed to
illustrate or illuminate an unknown concept.

This is the

element of allegory which may appear didactically as parable,
fable, or even simile.

Allegory is essentfally a presentation

of somethi~g by something else.

It i~ very helpful "in con-

cretizing abstracts as evidenced in John Bunyan's The Pilgrim's
.

.·

Progress and Dante's Divine Comedy in which Shame, Despair,
Desire, and Hope assume material and human forms.

Our Lord

9M. Reu, Catechetics (3rd edition; Chicago: Wartburg
Publishing House, 1931), p. 280.

6.0

frequently taught "heavenly truths" through earthly parables.
And, ag~in, Luther frequently illustrated statements in terms
of the a~imal fables of Aesop.

Finally it is very commori in

everyday discourse to construct extended similes in the hope
of clarifying and communicating a given idea or emotion.
While allegory can be a useful catechetical device, it
nevertheless has a rather limited value.

There is usually only ·

·
·
one point
or level at which
allegory corresponds to reality. 10

The characters are riot :complex, full, or "rol:lnd."

They merely

represent a definitely circumscribed idea o~ aspect of human
life.

The world of the allegory, likewise, is contrived and

highly unrealistic.

Thus the contents of such devices may

be reduced to more abstract propositions or moral statements.
When, however, an author would portray a portion of real
life with the allegorical techniques, he inevitably succeeds
in produc·ing only a very stilted, if "religious," world
squeezed into the- narrow mold of didacticism.

The reader,

if for some other reason he finishes the piece, will ·remain
aloof and a disbeliever in the world, people, and events
foisted on him.

One of the quickest ways to disengage, con-

sciously or unconsciously, the contemporary reader is to
employ a deus ex machina which settles the score in a most
unnatural way.
Likewise the authoi who uses his characters to prescribe
a definite attitude or course of action, who chooses to avoid

lOThis does not necessarily hold for exte~ded symbolic
works.
/
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all the "dirty" and improper aspects of 1 ife, and who
spiritually or materially rewards his ~rotagonists in behalf
of divine justice--that author, as pious as he may be, has
simply tried t9 impress his moral views on others by means
of emotional propag~nda.

Such an approach, no matter what

the degree, can hardly satisfy the definition of literature
which demands a view of life as it i!_, not as it ought to be.
Thus literature can · be of little value to the church
when it is forced to accept goals which are sub-standard even
for catechctics.

Unde~ such perversion it fails both as

literature and as the Truth of Christianity which through
catechetics involves the total person in the saving work of
God.

It becomes what Allen Tate labels "social engineering. 1111

Literature does not directly address itself to the will; it
speaks to the intellect ·and emotions as an imagining unity.
The proper goal of literature is not a forced commitment, b~t
awareness.
Luther valued the literature of his day as an excellent
source of experience and language contact.

In fact, his

appreciation for the literary value of Scripture itself is
evident throughout his writings and translations.

While the

contemporary cultural situation di ff er s co~siderab 1 y 'fro·m his,

11 Allen Tate, On the Limits of Poetry, Selected Essays:
1928-1948 (New York: Swallow Press and Wm. Morrow & Co., Inc.,
1948) quoted in Cleanth Brooks, "Metaphor and the Function of
Criticism," S iritual Problems in Contem orar ' Literature,
edited by Stanley Romaine Hopper New Yor : Harper & Brothers,
Publis~~r~, 1957), p. 128.
·"
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the church can still find and appreciate the same basic
values· he suggested.
Obviously liteiaturc introduces one to the world of
words without ~hich knowledge is virtually inaccessible
and extensive communication impossible.

To the extent

that one crave~ understanding, literature provides carefully chosen . words with ~xact meanings which must be
honored before a coherent picture will emerge.

The

Christian, for whom the Bible .is the primary and most
accessible source for his continued growth, will be open
to, enlightened, and moved by the Word of God which confronts man in and through the words of Scripture as he
learns the basic exegetical stance of letting the words
speak for themselve~ rather than lightly passing over
them with preconceived ideas of their meaning.
On the second level of the linguistic value of
literature, Ian Ramsey suggests:
we must train ourselves to have a nose for odd
language, for "logical impropriety," and it is
possible to do this by concerning ourselves with
other examples of odd language which may not . in
the first instance be religious. Of such language,
poetry is plainly an example • • • • I am not saying
for a moment that the language of poetry, or the
odd phrases of science, have in every respect the
logical behavior which would justify them in being
called religious. But I am saying that a useful
antidote to the craze for straightforward language
might be found in suitable doses of poetry or greater
familiarity with the curiously odd words thrown up in
scientific theories. Such doses would at any rate
begin to suggest to us that there is an important
place for odd ·1anguage; that odd language may
well have a distinctive significanc~, and we
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might even conclude in the end that the
odder the language the more it matters to
us.12
In the second chapter the functional relationship
between the metaphor and the symbol was demonstrated.
While both are comprised of words which hav-e logical
dictionary referents, in these "odd" structures new and
fuller meanings are· conveyed.

Exposure to and understanding

of the literary metaphor can provide the stepping stone to
an appreciation of the transcendent-immanent reality in the
religious symbol. · Thus "father of our country" or "father
of geometry," which are not straightforward statements, can
open the door to the meani~g of ."father" when joined to the
Wholly Other.
Also the familiarity with prose poems, whether
realistic short stories or authentic novels, can sensitize
one to the historical accounts in Scripture.

These do not

propose to give objective or complete descriptions of a
given series of causally related events ,.in which the infinite
and transcendent God breaks into human history to save.

(~o

Religious la~guage, like literary language, attempts to
communicate a reality which is mor~ than literal in the

sense of material or scientific • . Both force words together
"improperly" in order to do justice to their subject.

The

contemporary Christian may avoid many needless problems by

12 1 an T. Ramsey, · Religious Language . (London: SCM Press,
Ltd., 1957), pp. 47-4&.

,.
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making a clear distinction between scientific and religious
language.

In addition he will come to appreciate the un-

questioned superiority of the poetic and religious languages
in expressing or describing the totality of a situation or
experience.
Thus literature can serve as John the Baptist in
preparing the way for the Word which comes through

t·__)

Scripture, liturgy, catechism, pulpit, and dialogue as
visible and audible words.
While Lutheran catechetics is concerned with the growth
of the total person, it must contend with a number of innate obstacles.

By definition, ~atec~etics involves an

"imparting of information to be understood. 1113

The Lutheran

principle of sola Scriptura defines the source of that information.

In the face of diverging opinions a coherent ·

system ~f interpretations is required.

Since metaphorical

language is far too equivocal, · the information and interpretations are formally s~ated and logically placed into abstract
categories.

Thus today the most populai catechetical aid is

A Short Explanation of Dr. Martin Luther's Small Catechism 14

13

cf. Walter Bauer," K"TIJl.)(£W ," A Greek-En~lish
Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Christian Literature,
translated and augmented by William F. Arndt and F. Wilbur
Gingrich (Fourth edition; Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1960), pp. 424-425. This is not to suggest that the
"information" is a static aggregate of data to be assimilated
mentally.
Ideally this "information" is the dynamic truth of
God at work which confronts and involves the whole man. However, the obstacle lies in the tendency io intellectualization
which occurs as .a result of its philosophic formulations.
14A Short Explanation of Dr. Martin Luther's Small Catechism (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1943).
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which, in addition to Luther's brief explanations, includes
an extensive system of questions and thotical statements with
the Scriptural~ which verify them.
Any system ' of instruction based on this major confession ~f the Lutheran Church must be aware of at least two
major obstacles if it is going to engage the total person for
growth.

First, the abstract content tends to limit apprehenl

sion to the intellect, and ignore both emotions and imagination.

/

Secondly, in its pre~ise imparting of correct informa-

tion, it obviously gives many fine answers to questions never i

.

asked by the catechumen.

Such answers then having little

_J

.

relevance to the life of the individual will have little
significance in his life.

The danger with this, as with all

"informative approaches," is that at best the result of
catechetics is primarily an intellectual achievement-involving less than the total man in ~is real sph~re of
existence.
Matthew Arnold lamented the rational emphasis of nineteinth century catechetics as he wrote:
And clearly religion seeks man's salvation. llow
distressing, therefore, · must it be to them, to
think that "salvation is unquestionably annexed to
a right knowledge of the Godhead," and that a right
knowledge of the Godhead depends upon reasoning, for
which so many people have not much aptitude; and upon
reasoning from ideas or terms such as substance,
identity, causation, design, about which there is
endless disagreementllS

~5 Matthew Arnold, "Literature and Dogma," The Works of
Matthew Arnold (London: MacMillan and Co~, Limited, 1903),

YII, 6.

,.•
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And Charles Glicksberg correctly advises that:
as soon, as religion is formalized • • • , it loses
much of its original vitality. Theology codifies as Holy
Writ what first came as personal vision and revelation.
God cannot be imprisoned within theological walls.16
Obviously such a catechetical approach by itself is
insufficient.

It fails to open the total man to the Truth;

it presents o~ly an abstraction of the truth; and it tends
to separate the Truth from real life . and relegate it to some
vague spiritual realm.

It is at these points that one may-·

discover the value of literature for Lutheran catechetics.

\

\.

For literature offers in a manageable form a portion of
human experience which can be apprehended · and fully appre-

\.'

)~~

ciated only by the person who is totally involved with it.
Literature confronts the whole person with an experience
~

.

which demands the engagement of both .his intellect and emotions
through the imagination.
In the first place, literature as a complete and significant vision of human experience may yield questions to which
Truth would speak its answer.

Like "secular" history the

proper scope of vision is finite man in his naturally
limited existence.

Unlike the his~orian, however, the

literary artist may construct and animate his world and
characters so that they become significant.

He is free to

transform and explore through the use of th~ metaphor where
the historian must objectively relate a prescribed series of

l6cha~les Glicksberg, Literature and Religion (Dallas:

SMU Press, 1960), · P• 91.
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events.

The goal of the author is not to relate, but to

dramatize the portion of experience he explores.

Herein

lies both his unique advantage and his constant liability.
lie has no limits on his vision, and yet must justify everything he sees.

H~ may take his reader between the two front

lines in a military comb~t, or he may have him sight through
the rifle sc~pe on one side and then the other; but he dare
not lead him into a foxhole beside· a thirteen-year-old girl
without justifying her presence there.

The .author must

present recognizable, if not familiar, people who act
realistically in a believable situation.

1

He must indicate

J

\

I

at every moment the inter-relatedness between the world of
17
the wor k 1. t se lf an d t h e wor ld 1n
· wh"1c h it
· exists.
·

James T. Farrell adds a timely note a~ he suggests that
the author must~ show how men ought to behave, but rather
how they "can or do. live with a given set of values, attitu.d es,
conditions of life ·. 1118

Good literature must treat evil even

as it sometimes exists in a base and repulsive form.

Even

Scripture, which is rather more than simpLy great liter~ture,
is not beyond this principle.

By incorporating a vision in poetic form, by structuring
. a human experience in believable images, the· poet traps his
reader and simply invites him to take a look.

It is this

17

c. Hobart Edgren, ·of Marble -and Mud (New York:
Exposition Press, 1959), p. is.
18 James T. Farrell, Literature and Morality (New York:

The Vanguard Press,
Inc., 1947), p. 170 •
.,
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look which may have value for catechetics, for it is not
a passing glance or disinterested gaze.

It is a look

through the imagination which lifts a man from his own
present un~tructured subjectivity in which diverse stimuli
bombard him indiscriminately and focalizes his intellect
and emotions, along with his entire cargo of experiences
which have h~lped - to shape him, on a single significant experience whic~ promises discovery.
At the same time that a man is lifted from his limited
environment to explore and evaluate the problems· of human
existence as a spectator, he is offered another angle of
vision- - that of an active participant.

Not only is the

author by virtue of his omniscience able to give him a total
picture which would otherwise remain inaccessible, he also
possesses the key to a human heart.

Ile may expose the

"internal history 1119 of one or more characters and thereby
permit his reader to experience vicariously the total life
of another person with whom he may identify.

Caught up, then,

with the protagonist in an encounter with the events and
characters of the work, he not only experiences and understands situations which would be highly improbable within
his own history but, he is also forced to conf;ont ~ome vivid
aspects of the universal problems and dilemmas of human
existence.

1 9 Nels ~. s. Ferrl, Christian Faith and Higher
Education (New York:. Harper & ~rothers, l 954), p. 211 •
/
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Roland Frye concurs and continues:
Prior to the coming of God's response to man's
situation, the most significant thing which man
can do is to analyze himself and his place in the
world, and here the religious significance of his
literature may be found even more in the questions
raised than in the affirmations given, though both
are important.20
The third aspect of the vision in literature, perhaps
the most sub~onscious of the three, is the Weltanschauung
the author proposes through his characters, a narrator, the
very structuring of the world he presents.

Through the

experience of a literary work (especially the novel) the
reader is expos~d to orientations that may resemble his own,
~xtend it to its logical ~onclusions, or directly oppose and
threaten it.

Through the privileged entree into the thoughts,

motivations, insights, values, and goals of other people, one
recognizes his own responsibility and need for satisfactory
stance within life.

Consequently, the reader is forced · to

question and re-evaluate his own views while considering the
options offered within the author's worid. 21
Frye again pegs the pro~ess:
literature also provides for the nurture of understanding, a broadening of horizons and a deepening of
awareness, which may come in many ways.
It may come
through a brief phrase which clarifies for us some
particular human pers~nality, or even in a seemingly

2 0Roland · Mushat Frye, Perspective on Man (Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1961), p. 17.
21 Micha~l Novak, " .P hilo·sophy and Fiction," The Christian
Scholar, XLVII (Summer 1964), 100-110.
/
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chance witticism which illuminates the entire
human landscape, like a momentary flash in the
darkness.22
Good literature must show the ultimate inadequacy and
frustration of humans and their aspirations and endeavors.
Happy endings which explicitly · affirm the protagonist's
path have no · p~ace in ~ealistic fiction.

Romantic, didactic,

and moralistic works are not properly literature.

They are

nothing more th'a n poetic sermons in the worst sense of the
word.

The poet cannot ascend into the beyond to manipulate

or judge his world.

He is called to give an in-depth picture

of finite human existence.
ment.

His goal is engagement, no·t commit-

As such he may provide ultimate questions and tentative

conclusions, but never the absolute answer.
Thus, as an experience that totally involves through the
imagination, literature may have considerable value for
Lutheran catechetics.

Real problems can be exposed and

explored in the context _of occurrences and experience rather
than of abstraction and logic. 2 3

As a teaching approach, it

has the power of the indirect method.
it "wounds people from behind." 24

In Kierkegaard's words,

Scott concludes that the

self-awareness offered in literature which he calls "the

22 Frye,
.
p. 69 •
23!.!?..!!•' .P • 1 7 •

24 Quoted by Nels Ferr:, p. 210.

,,.
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tr.agic vision, 1125 sensitizes one for and deepens his religious
26
commitment.
As Cha:rles o·sgood states it, [Literature] "may
serve us as the sycamore tree ~er~ed Zacchaeus, to gain a
clearer ·sight of the Incarnate Truth. 1127
In the :second p 1 ace, whi 1 e literature properly can
neither grant a "beatific vision" no~ speak the Word of God
as answer, . ii can provide a matrix into which tha~ Word (or
abstracted aspects of its Subject) may be concretely introduced as personally meaningful and relevant.Truth.

Through

it the reader may enter a character and vicariously experience a full-blooded struggle of faith in areas of life which
had previously been "secular". for him.

He may be forced to

test by "experience" what had previously be·e n merely religious
. sentiment or uncritically accepted platitude.

And while he is

painfully assured that the Christian answer is not an easy
solution of escape, but rather a hard-won stance of courage .
amid doubt, depravity, and deat~, he may be led to share the
religious affirmations and responses presented through a fictional character. 2 8

25

Nathan A. Scott, Jr., editor, The Tragic Vision and ~he
Christian Faith (New York: Association Press, 1957).
26 Nathan A. Scott, Jr., Modern Literature and the Reli ious
Frontier (New York: Harper & Brot ers, 1958 , p. 110.
21 ·

Charles G. Osgood, Poetry as a Means of Grace (Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1946), P• 8, quoted
by Frye, _Perspectiye on Man, p. 20. ,
28 Amos Niven Wilder, "Protestant Orientation in Con-

temporary Poetry," s iritual Problems in . Contem orar Literature, edited by Stanley Romaine Hopper New or: Harper &
Brot~ers, Publishers, 1957), p. 244. Cf. Otto· Haendler's
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Relatively few of the contemporary auth o rs wT i t o iT ~m
a Christian faith-persp e ctive.

He nce, the cr oJ i bl o p ict u r o

of a real Christian is rarely affirmed.

Evon so th o t. nw

themes of the Church undergird and often nro explic i tly
evidenced within the fabric of human existence ns they
portray it.

Here too, the Christian Truth, or as p ect s o f

that Truth, may be spoken to expose the social and cultur a l
heresies within the context of the work and at the same time
offer the revealed alternative of the Christian Way.

Thus

catechetics may be released from a contrived vacuum in which
God and His relationship with man arc objec~ified (id est,
talked about) and presented in a logical system o f abstractions.

Through the . use of literature it may assume a highly

personal approach to ultimate problem~solving where the
knowledge of Truth is subjectively experienced in the Hebrew
sense of the word.
Gerardus van der Leeuw offers a final insight:
Only when divine reality appears to us as an image
ca~ it mean something to us, does it have power over
us. We know divine reality only as "symbol," that
is, we know it only when it coincides with the
represented reality of the image, when it has taken
form in. our reality. Divine reality must "take place"
in this world, it must somewhere receive concrete contours, so that we can approach it and it can rule us.
It must become "valid. 11 29

apprais~l of the picture level (Bildschicht) of faith
utterances in Die Predigt, Tiefen sycholog1sche Grundla en
und Grundfragen (B~rlin: Verlag Al red Topelmann, 1960),
pp. 155-173, 279-283, 339-342.
29 Gerardus van der Leeuw, Sacred and Profane Beaut :

The Holy in Art, translated by Davi E. Green
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1963), p. 307.

New York:
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A catechetics which dramatically involves a man through his
imagination will be most effective ~hen it also clothes its
answer of God and His faithful work in relevant and accessible images.

"Spiritua.l " and ' philosophic concepts should be

translated into concrete and metaphorical symbols.

Above

all, such catechetics must begin with and return to God's
revelation of llis Incarnate Word, Jesus Christ.
Here, as everywhere, the beginning lies in Christ.
The Creation is neither a pious opinion nor a plausible
hypothesis, · nor an obvious point of departure.
It is
a matter of faith. And faith begins solely with Christ,
the Mediator of Creation. Thus we understand the image
of man in Christ. Only through the knowledge of Christ
can we attain the knowledge of ·man. We can only point
to ourselves and say "Behold the man," when we have
first said, "Ecce homo." • • • Here lies our whole
dogmatic question with both its equally necessary
poles: God has an image in this world and of this
world. He became flesh, and of the dust of the earth
he created himself a form, a figure. The image is and
rem~ins an image, it is visible and tangible, it is
not a spirit, not an idea; it does .not participate in
what we call "spirit," but no more in what we are 30
accustomed to call "body"; it is a man. Ecce homo.
In summary, the value of literature for the Church, and ~
specifically the Lutheran communion, in its catechetical
mission lies in its ability to penetrate and reveal the human

\

\,

situation in an organized, ·yet highly personal and immediate, _ _)
vision.

It sensitizes man to the universal problem of

existence within a context of concrete e~periences and makes
him aware . of the depth of his own involvement.

As such, it

also helps the Church to speak and show the Word of Truth to
men where they •re and ~s they experience themselve~.

-

3 oibid. ~ P• 318.
/ '

14
As it cont~mporizes the . Truth and elicits a · total
response, it serves as an index by which the Church may
assess modern culture's cris~s, its spiritual dilemmas,
and the alternatives it suggests. 31

Through its meta-

ph.oric "law's of incarnation" it guards the Church from a
retreat into a false or half-real spirituality which removes
God from the ·"secular" ·and mundane in human existence and
relegates Him to a system of precise and logical abstractions,
.

.

John Killinger offers a unique, but apt appraisal:
When the Church fails to listen to contemporary art,
it usually misses the temper and mood of humanity
and loses the opportunity to deal with the needs of man
at the point where it might most readily have entered
into them.32
it is one merit of art that it plunges the Church
back into the midst of life in the world, It keeps
open the avenues of sensitivity by which the Church
carries on its business with the natural man • • • •
We in the Church tend to forget this. We are inclined
to become proud of our possession of dogma, and there-.
fore to become calloused in our sensibilities. We are
liable to think we have cornered up all revelation and
the world must beat a p~th to our door for our commodity.
Our sense of miracles is so cramped that we forget that
God will be God and that He will make other bread than
ours sacramental when He chooses--especially when we
become too narrow and prophylactic bearers of grace!
But art, if we will allow it to have its say, will not
let us forget this. It keeps . us committed to "the

31 Amos Niven Wilder, Modern Poetry and the Christian
Tradition ~ A Stud in the Relation · of Christianit to Culture
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1952 , p. xi.
32 John Killinger, The Failure of Theology in Modern
Literature (New York--Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1963),
P. ·

Is.
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essential worldliness of Christianity." It keeps
our edges pliable and receptive, so that we do not
dry up and die of "hardening of the categories. 11 33
Thus literature invites . the Church to meet man where
he is and speak a saving God to hi~ through the imagination
which involves the total man.
In the construction and implementation of a catechetical
program that recognizes· and utilizes the values of literature,
two implications and limitations should be . especially noted.
The first danger to be avoided is the reduction or displacement of catechetical Truth.

Literature cannot, as

Matthew Arnold suigested, replace religion. 34

It i~ limited

to the realm of the finite and can only reveal the truth of
man~ man.

This does not preclude accounts of men who live

in ihe hope and answers of the Christian faith.

But it can-

. not ascend to the throne of heaven to pronounce an absolute
verification of such a man's faith.

Any answers it may

suggest can hardly qualify as anything more than tentative,
relative, and inadequate opinions which end in death.

Like-

wise the content and answer of catechetics must never be
reduced to sheer literature as Paul M. van Buren seems to do
in his "Post Mortem Dei. 1135

He proposes:

Christian education involves the teaching of the
stories of the Christian faith as storie.s • • • •

33

~ . , pp. 224-225.

3 4 Arnold, passim.
35Paul M. van Buren, "Christian Education 'Post ~lortem
Dei,'" Religious Education, LX (January-February 1965), 7.
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He who serves in the work of Christian education
serves faith, therefore, by teaching the role which
story telling plays in human life, in the hopes of
winning a frame of mind that will appreciate stories,
not as "facts," not as "critical history," but as
stories, as one of men's important ways of winning
understanding and of being understood.36
Furthermore, he argues,
Since the death of God and the rise of the critical
historical imagination, Christians have had to find
analogies for the object of iaith in myth, story
and parable. They have always had to do this, but
before the death of God they could always pretend
that their faith somehow gave them insight into
"ultimate truth." Now that God is gone - and with
him the justification of faith, unjustifiable faith
must live by faith . alone, and in this sense it is not
unlike love. Human love, therefore, provides a helpful analogy to human faith, and in this sense, those ·
engaged in Christian education have the task of teaching "about" faith.37
He, too, has misunderstood the finite scope of literature or else is denying the possibility of relevance of
divine revelation.

Gordon Kaufman correctly points out that

Christian "stories" in Christian "language" give us more than
some vague self-understanding.
certainly not fictional.

They are not mere stories and

They are firmly rooted in history

and · provide the divine revelation of how we and our world
arrived at our present situation, where we are going,' and
. possi. bl e. 38
th e Way t ha t is

36 Ibid.
3 7 ~•• p. 10.
.
38Gordon D. Kaufman, "Christian Education without
Theological Foundations?," Religious Education, LXI
(January-February 1965), 18.
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Literature . can properly be of value only as it provides ~
a matrix and "sounding board" for the Truth offered in catechetics.

l )~

Michael Novak intimates that proper function with

the insight that "life is first lived thro~gh, and only then
articulated~ • ~ · • The human person is prior to the theories
about h1" m. 1139 I n catec h et1cs
·
·
literature
can recreate a person in exper i ence to which the Truth may be meaningful and
sensitively articulated.

A concomitant value of such a

"sounding board" approach is that the indivi~ual members of
the group, coming from diverse backgrounds with differing
pre-suppositions and outlooks, may be thus u~ified in a
common experience to which the Truth may be less equivocally
applied.
Secondly~ it should be understood that there can be,
properly speaking, no such thing as "Christian literature."
This is simply to repeat that God and His revelation are not
properly the subject of literature.

)

The proper subject is the

whole man irr his desperate ne~d for a saving revelation.
Lit~rature which is circumscribed by the dictates of a given
theological system and desig~ed for the purposes . of indoctrination ceases to be literature.

It becomes poetic propaganda,

virtual dogma.

The autonomy of the realm of literature must

be recognized.

Only in such independence can it honestly

explore the deepest dimensions of the soul.

Only then can it

give expression to the -totality of human experience.
39 Novak, p. 101.

,.,

'

And only
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'then can it present a fresh and vital vision of life~ 40
The literature used in catechetics, then, must be
realistic.

This is not to say that it cannot be written

from a stance of Christian faith.

John Rowland notes that

there is a Jistinct evidence that contemporary literatu~e
is becoming more ·sympathetic to a Christian interpretation
.
41
Qf life.
There is a definite need within the Church for
writers who, . rooted in the faith, can realistically portray
men in life from a Christian perspective.

Killinger's remarks

again are helpful:

the writer's presentation of man in the redemptive
situation must have above it the kind of totality and
coherence that will convince us of the utter reality
of such a man in such a situation. The chief criticism
of th~ religious nature of contemporary literature to ·
date is that the appearances of Christian motifs,
symbolisms, and points of view have been entirely too
scattered and fragmentary really to be called Christian:
or that, on the other. hand, · where these are found to be
more consistent, credibility is often overtaxed, and we
fail to recognize it as our ow~. The Christian writer,
together with the world he writes about, must undergo
in toto such a baptism as will promise the conversion of
both their natures. Symbols of the faith, for instance,
must appear as more than enameled flowers upon the surface of a story: they must be seen to have ro~ts proceeding out of the very heart and center of the storysituation, which is somehow involved with the coming of
Christ. This is what I mean by totality and coherence.
Evcrything--sacred and secular, pure and obscene, good
and evil--must hang together under the overall pressure
of a Christian world view.42

40 Glicksberg, p. 81 •
. 41 John Rowland, "Literature and Theological Climate,"
Hibbert Journal, XLIX (January 19Sl), 181~ ·:
42 Killinger, p. 230.

,,.
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All good literature, whether written froc a Chris~ian or nonChristian perspective, is genuinely · religious in that it real"istically penetrates the depths and dilemmas of human existence.
While literature today provides little value for catechetics as a. subservient handmaiden, catechetics may respectfully use 1 i terature· as Paul employed the ai tar "To an· unknown
god" as he so·ught a meaningful point o·f contact with the
Athenians in the Areopagus.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
The finite world is composed of concrete and abstract
entities.

Scientific language prefers to deal with the con-

crete in words that have one-for-one referents.

Philosophy

prefers abstract words which systematize reality in terms
of universal and metaphysical categories.

Each· ~f these

'~languages" tends to give a one-sided or "half-sighted" view
of reality.

The literary metaphor, however, attempts a unif,

\ y{

fied vision of reality by forcing together concrete .and
abstract words.

Thus an object may possess significance,

and an abstract idea or emotion may be sensed in a concrete
image.

The religious symbol functions in the same way as the

mctaphorr

It is distinguished by the fact that it extends be-

yond the . finite world and relates -a transcendent God to it.
Linguistically, literature is valuable to catechetics in
that it familiarizes one, unconsciously perhaps, to the logically odd function of religious language.

Even more; it warns

catechetics against its continual tendency to relate God to
finite existence in terms of systematized abstractions which,
while they lend to more precise formulations, run the risk of
intellectualizing the apprehension of God within a teaching
situation.
Th~ough the . use of the metaphor living images may be
experienced by an ipdividual through the imagination.

Because
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of the poet's freedom to plummet at depth any aspect of
human existence, his images may reveal some of the most
hidden and ignored realities of life.

By presenting them

immediately to the imagination, his reader is forced into
a vicarious experience o_f them as we 11 as a "distanced"
meditation an·d evaluation of them.

Thus~ the reader is

made personally aware of, · sensitive to, and responsible for
these experiences as well as those which he in his own
sphere of life shates. · He is existentially confronted by
the truth, theologically formulated as the "natural knowledge of the Law," of. finite, human existence.
The Truth of Christianity also works among men in a
dynamic and totally demanding personal confrontation.

How<•

ever, catechetics may dis~ort that Truth when it objectifies
God and merely disseminates the right formulations of His

work and attributes in terms of abstract propositions.
Literature ma'y be of value to ·catechetics by virtue of
its personal and total . dramatization of the human situation.
People in such a situation are properly the object of the
Christian Truth.

Literature may provide a matrix which,

having bcen ~experienced by the student, may become a real
avenue £or the relevant presentation of the living and faithful God Who acts in finite existence to save man from death.
The autonomy and freedom of literature must alway~ be
recognized and respected by .catechetics if any value is to
be realized.

The proper nature of liter~ture is vision.

It must freely, .,sensitively, and realistically portray the
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human predicament with its concomitant desires, doubts,
desperation, and ultimate death.

It cannot properly or

authoritatively show God, His judgments, or His salvation.
This is the nature of catech~tics which, having heard the
real questions of man, may now proclaim and teach the living

and relevant Answer--the Truth of God's saving love in the
Incarnate Wo~d, Jesus Christ.
Such preliminary conclusions would seem to warrant
further investigation and a tentative construction of a
li.terature-oriented program of catechetics.

Among the

further investigations that would indirectly contribute
to such an endeavor would be a thorough · study of the relationship of the imagination to the intellect, emotions, and
will of man.

To what extent does the "poetic experience"

correspond to the "religious experience"?

How and to what

extent does the reading ·" experience" involve the total
person?

Conclusions to these questions could have consider-

able implications for approaches to · both imaginative literatu~e and history.

For then we could see more clearly how·

the images and imagination of literature can theoretically

------1
I

I · -1.~.

serve the Church, not as .a means. 2.!,, but a means for the mean.:}
of grace.

. ,·.

'
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